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Introduction
Let -C be the set of link isotopy types and X: _£-»{? a C- valued invariant
of links. For any positive integer r, one can define the r -parallel version X^:
X-+C of X by putting
where K^ is the r-parallel link of K obtained by applying the operation φ(r)
(see Figure 1) to each crossing point of K.
Figure 1
Recently, Morton-Short [24] and Yamada [34] independently noticed the ex-
istence of a pair of knots which is indistinguishable by the Jones polynomial
[14], but is distinguishable by its 2-parallel version. Moreover there exist
mutant knots distinguishable by the 3-parallel version of the two-variable Jones
polynomial P(3) ([25] and Section 6.2 of this paper). Thus it seems to be
worth while studying the r-parallel version of a link invariant from a general
* This research was supported in part by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, The Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture.
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view-point.
Throughout this paper we assume that all the invariants of links are of
'trace' type. A link invariant X is called of trace type iff X satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions: (i) Let 6Λ be the closure of an n-braid b. Then X(b^) can
be written as a linear combination of characters of representations of the braid
group B
n
. (ii) The characters in (i) satisfy some compatibility conditions with
respect to the natural inclusion B
n
-*B
n+1 (n=l, 2, •••) (see Definition 1.1.4).
For example, the (two-variable) Jones polynomial [7], [14], [29] and the Kauff-
man polynomial [17], [22] fulfill this assumption. (See also [2], [10], [15], [26].)
The purpose of this paper is to give an efficient method to calculate the r-parallel
version Jf(r) of the invariant X. A direct calculation of X(r:>(K) is, in principle,
possible, but the degrees of the characters of the representations involved soon
become enormous even for relatively small r. We show that the characters can
be reduced to a sum of those of much smaller degrees, and we have only to deal
with representation matrices of much smaller sizes. See Table 1.
Table 1 The maximal degree of characters needed to get the r-parallel version of the
Jones polynomial of the closures of w-braids.
index 1 r
braid /\
3
4
direct
method
our
method
direct
method
our
method
1
2
2
3
3
2
9
3
28
6
3
48
4
297
10
4
297
5
3640
14
5
2002
6
48450
18
6
13260
7
653752
22
7
90440
8
7020405
27
8
653752
9
124062000
32
9
4601610
10
1739969550
38
One of the main results of this paper is the following, which is an immediate
consequence of Thoerems 1.4.9, 1.5.1, 4.4.1, Corollary 4.2.3 and (4.1.10).
Theorem. Let V be the one-variable Jones polynomial, r a positive integer
and b a 3 -braid whose closure is a knot. Then we have the following.
[r/2] [
Σ c
r
,,(
j=0
race
where
c
 - r-2j+l (r+l\
r+l \ j )'
jjfe/24-1/2- i j -k/2 - l/2+ι
t — t
-1
and πsrjs, are representations oj B3 given in Theorem 4.4.1.
The degree of the representation π3rti is equal to i+l if 0<i<r and
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3r—2/+1 if otherwise. Applications of the above theorem are given in (4.4.4)-
(4.4.10).
In the last section of this paper, we shall give a necessary condition for the
existence of mutant knots distinguishable by the r-parallel version X^ of the
link invariant X (Theorem 6.2.4). We construct mutant knots K19 K2ί K3, K4
for which the 3-ρarallel version P(3)(Kf) (l</<4) of the two-variable Jones
polynomial are all distinct (Section 6.2).
We shall give a formula for an invariant of cable links. Let X be a link
invariant of trace type. Then we shall construct several link invariants X(r>1>,
X(r>2), ••• by 'decomposing' the r-parallel version X(^ of X (Theorems 1.5.1
and 2.2.1). Let K be a knot, L a link in the solid torus and KL the satellite
link [4] coming from K and L. Let XL be a knot invariant denfied by XL(K)=
X(KL). Then XL can be written as a linear combinations of invariants J£(r 1},
X(r>2\ ••• if L is a 'cable' (Definition 1.6.3), or if X is the Jones polynomial or
the Kauffman polynomial (Theorem 1.6.4, 2.2.1, 4.3.2, 5.3.1).
We prove, in Sections 1-2, fundamental formulas for X^ and show some
related results of general nature. In Sections 3-5 we apply the results of Sec-
tions 1-2 to the r-parallel version of the (two-avriable) Jones polynomial and
the Kauffman polynomial, and investigate them more closely. It is discussed
in Section 6 how X(r) works at mutant knots.
As a conclusion of this paper, the r-parallel version of link invariants
seems to be quite promising in attacking the classification problem of link
types.
Acknowledgement. I would like to thank S. Yamada for the useful dis-
cussions including the results of [34], which is the motivation of this study.
I would like to express my appreciation to N. Iwahori, who suggested that the
matrix entries given in Theorem 3.3.1 might be expressed by Gauss' polynomial,
and to T. Kanenobu, who informed me about pairs of closed 3-braids with the
same Kauffman polynomial. I am profoundly indebted to A. Gyoja, who gave
me a lot of useful information about the Iwahori algebras (or Hecke algebras),
for example, the result of [10]. I am also indebted to T. Kobayashi, who in-
troduced me to the theory of the (two-variable) Jones polynomial. I am very
grateful to N. Kawanaka, H. Nagao, K. Nagatomo, M. Nakaoka and M. Ochiai
for their useful advice and kind encouragement. Last of all, I must thank
muSIMP/muMATH (Symbolic Mathematics Package), TURBO Pascal for MS-
DOS on the personal computer PC-9801 (NEC) and AOS/VS Pascal on Eclipse
MV/2000DC (Deta General), which are used for the calculations in the proof
of Proposition 4.4.10 and in Example 6.2.7.
1. The parallel version of link invariants, I (the case of knots).
We shall discuss in this and next sections general properties of a 'parallel ver-
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sion' of a link invariant of 'trace' type. In this section we first state and prove
the results in the case of knots, and, in Section 2, generalize them to the case
of links.
1.1. Link invariants of trace type. Let B
n
 be Artin's braid group on
w-strings with standard generators σl9 σ2, •••, σM_ : as in Figure 2,
i — 1 i 1 4- 1 t-r 2 n
Figure 2
n— 2),
— \<n— 2)
.e.
Let ξ^:B
n
-*B
n+r be the group homomorphism defined by ξ
<H\σi)=σi for
n, r^N= {1, 2, •••} and !</ <n— 1. We regard 5M as a subgroup of 5M+, with
respect to the inclusion ξ%\ Let B={(b, n)\b^B
n
 for w=l, 2, •••}. A closure
of a braid (i, w), written (δ, n)^ or simply ZΛ, is the link formed by joining
the n points at the top of (ά, n) to those at the bottom without further crossings.
Two links K19 K2 are called equivalent if Kλ is ambient isotopic to K2 in R
3
 ([3],
Chapt. 1, B).
Theorem 1.1.1 (Alexander [1] p. 42). Every link is equivalent to the closure
of a braid.
DEFINITION 1.1.2 (Markov class). Let ~ be the equivalence relation on B
generated by the following:
(i) (bbf, n)~(b'b, n) for 4, b'^B
n
,
(ϋ) (6, n)^(σbί\ n+l) for b(ΞB
n
.
The equivalence classes of B by the above relation are called Markov classes.
Theorem 1.1.3 (Markov [1] p. 51). The closures of two braids blt b2 are
equivalent if and only if b
λ
 and b2 are contained in the same Markov class.
DEFINITION 1.1.4 (link invariant). A mapping X from B to a set S is
called a link invariant if X is constant on each Markov class of B.
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Let C be the field of complex numbers and B^ the set of equivalence
classes of finite dimensional irreducible representations of B
n
 over C. Let /
be a C- valued function on B. We assume that / can be written as a finite
linear combination of characters of the braid group, i.e. for b&B
n
,
(1.1.5) /(M)= Σ *μ(/)χμ(ί),PS=B£
where, for each μ^B^, %μ is the corresponding character and aμ(f) is an
element of C independent of b. Let (ρμ, Vμ) be the representation of Bn corres-
ponding to μE:B^y i.e. Vμ. is the representation space and pμ is the group
homomorphism of B
n
 to GL(Vμ). Then pμ. is extended uniquely to a C-algebra
homomorphism of the group ring CB
n
 to End(Fμ) and so its character %μ is
extended to a linear function on CB
n
, which are also denoted by pμ and %μ
respectively. Hence the function/ is extended to a function on CB= {(b, n) \ δe
CB
n
 for n&N} by (1.1.5), which is also denoted by/.
DEFINITION 1.1.6 (associated algebra). Let A
n
(f)~={μ
for nZΞN and A
n
(f)= θ ρ*(CB
n
}. We call Λ(/) (»=1, 2, — ) the associated
μ-^Andf^
algebra of /. Let p
n
 : CB
n
 -> ^ 4
n
(/) be the algebra homomorphism defined by
Pn= θ P*.
rn
 μ.e=A
n
<if)~Γ
DEFINITION 1.1.7 (trace type). A C- valued function / on B is called of
trace type i f/ satisfies the following conditions:
(i) The function / can be written as a linear combination of characters
of B
n
 as in (1.1.5) for euch n^N.
(ii) Let A(/), ^(/)> •" be the associated algebras of /. Then there
are algebra homomorphisms ζ
n
: A
n
(f)-*A
n+1(f) for which pn+ι°ξn^ =
REMARK 1.1.8. Both the one (two)-variable Jones polynomial and the
Kauffman polynomial are of trace type for the generic values of their ρarameter(s).
To specify the notations, we review the definitions of the polynomial invar-
iants of links mentioned in Remark 1.1.8. We also recall the definitions of the
regular isotopy invariants of unoriented link diagrams called the bracket poly-
nomial and the L-polynomial [16], [17] which will be needed in Sections 4 and 5.
DEFINITION 1.1.9 (writhe). The writhe of a link diagram K is the sum of
the signatures of all crossing points of K (Figure 3) and is denoted by w(K).
DEFINITION 1.1.10. Let t be a non-zero complex number. The bracket
polynomial <•>=<•>(£) with values in C is uniquely defined for regular isotopy
classes of the unoriented link diagrams by the following formulas:
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positive crossing negative crossing
signature^ 1 signature^ — 1
Figure 3
= 1 for the unknot O ,
where the K# are identical except within a ball where they are as in Figure 4.
Let a and x be non-zero complex numbers. The D-polynomial D( )=
D( )(a, x) with values in C is uniquely defined for regular isotopy classes of
the unoriented link diagrams by the following formulas:
D(K+)-D(KJ = x(D(K0)-D(K00)),
D(Kt+) = aD(K
π
), D(K
Γ
) = a~lD(K^), D(O) = 1 ,
where the K* are identical except within a ball where they are as in Figure 4.
In the following, we define isotopy invariants of oriented links. Let t be a
non-zero complex number. The one-variable Jones polynomial V( ) = V( )(ΐ)
with values in C is defined by
(1.1.11) rlV(K+)-tV(K-) = (t1/2-t-l<2)V(KQ), V(O) = 1,
where the K% are identical except within a ball where they are as in Figure 5.
To specify the parameter t, we also denote V(K) by V(K)(i) for a link K. Let
K be a link diagram and \K\ its unoriented diagram. Then it is known [16] that
(1.1.12)
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Let / and m be non-zreo complex numbers. The two-variable Jones poly-
nomial P( )=P( )(l, m) with values in C is defined by
l-*P(K+)+lP(K_)+mP(K0) = 0 , P(O) = 1 ,
where we use the notation in (1.1.11).
Let a and x be non-zero complex numbers and K be a link diagram.
The Kauffman polynomial F( ) = F( )(a, x) with values in C is defined by
F(K)=a- <*>D(\K\).
1.2. Parallel versions. Fix a positive integer r. Let φ(
n
r)
: B
n
->B
rn
 be
the group homomorphism defined by Figure 1, or, equivalently, by
(1.2.1) φV\σt) = <r(ri-r+l, ri-l)-'σ(ri, ri+r-l)σ(ri-l, ri+r-2) -
<r(ri-r+l,π) (\<i<n-\) ,
where σ(i, j)=σ
ί
σ
ί+l σj. Let φ
(r)
: S->5 be the map defined by φ(r)((£, w))=
(Φ(.r)(*), rn).
Theorem 1.2.2. Let (blf n^ and (b2ί n^) be two braids. Then the links
(φ(n\bι), rnϊΓ anά (Φn^^y rn2^ are equivalent άf (b^ n^f and (b2,n^f are equiva-
lent.
The following lemma and Theorem 1.1.3 yield the above theorem.
Lemma 1.2.3. Let ~ denote the Markov equivalence relation (Definition
1.1.2). Then zΰe have the following :
(a) For bly *2<Ξ#Λ, (φ£,r)(*A)> m)~(φ(«r)(Mι), rn),
(b) For b£ΞB
n
, (φ(
n
r\b), rn) -(φ^Λ^σf), rn+r).
Proof. The part (a) holds since φ(Mr) is a group homomorphism. The
following Lemma 1.2.4 shows the part (b). Π
Lemma 1.2.4. For b<=B
n
 (n>r),
(1.2.5) (M)~(ftσίr
(1.2.6) (b,n)~(b(σ
where σ(
n
r)
=σ(n—r+ly n—l)~rσ(n, n+r—l)σ(n—l, n+r—2) ••• σ(n— r+1, ri).
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Proof. We first prove (1.2.5) by induction on r. For r = l, (1.2.5) is
identical to Definition 1.1.2 (ii). Suppose that (1.2.5) is true for r= k— 1. By
Definition 1.1.2 (i) and (ii) we have
(1.2.7) (fc <*>, n+k)
~(σ(w-l, n+k-2) ••• σ(n-k+l, n)bσ(n-k+l, n-l)~k
Xσ(n, n+k-2)<r
n+k-ly n+k)
~(σ(n-l, n+k-2) ••• σ(n-k+\, n)bσ(n-k+l, n-iγk
Xσ(n,n+k-2), n+k-l)
~(bσ(n-k+l, n-iγkσ(n, n+k-2)σ(n-l, n+k-2) •••
σ(n-k+l, n), n+k-l).
By using the relation of the braid group, we have σklσ(i, j)~l=<r(i, j)~lσjlι, and
so we get
(1.2.8) σ(n
= σ(n-k+2, n-
= σ(n-k+2, n-\γlσ(n-
= σ(n-k+2,
 n
-\γ2σήl-k+ισ(n-
= σ(n-k+2, n-iγ*σ(n-k+l, n-
=
 ... =
 σ
(
n
-k+2, n
By using the relation of the braid group, we have σ(i, j)σ(i— l,j) =
σ(i—l
ί
j)σ(i—l9j—l)=σ i^1σ(i)j)σ(i—lyj—l). Hence we get
(1.2.9) σ(n, n+k-2)σ(n-\, n+k-2)σ(n-2, n+k-3) ••• σ(n-k+l, n)
= σ
n
^σ(ny n+k—2)σ(n—l, n+k—3)σ(n—2, n+k— 3) •••
σ(n— k+ly n)
= σ
n
.1σn-2σ(n9 n+k— 2) ••• σ(n— 2, n+k—4 )σ(n—3y n+k— 4) •••
σ(n— k+l, n)
= — = σ^jσ-^2 ••• <r
n
.k+lσ(n, n+k— 2) ••• σ(n— k+l, n—l) .
By substituting (1.2.8) and (1.2.9) into (1.2.7), we obtain
ϊ\ n+k)
- (bσ(n-k+l, n-iγkσ(n, n+k-2)σ(n-\, n+k-2) •••
σ(n-k+l, ri), n+k-l)
= (b
σ
(n-k+\,
 n
-iγlσ(n-k+2, n-l)-*+1σ
σϊlισ n-ισ n-2 — (r
n
-k+lσ(n, n+k— 2) •-•
<r(n-k+2, n-l)σ(n-k+l, n-2), n+k-l)
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= (Λr(Λ-*+l, n-l)-1<r(n-k+2y n-l)~k+1σ(n, n+k-2)
σ(n-k+2y n-l)σ(n-k+l, ii— 1), n+k-l)
Moreover, Lemma 1.2.3 (a) and the induction hypothesis imply that
(bσ(n-k+l, n-lJ-Vi-'Xn-ft+l, n-1), w+&-l)~(ft, Λ).
Hence (1.2.5) is proved. An analogous argument yields (1.2.6). Π
DEFINITION 1.2.10 (r-parallel version). Let K be a link and (έ, n)^B the
braid whose closure is equivalent to K. The link (φ«r)(i), n)* is called the r-
parallel version of ./£ and denoted by K(r\ The r -parallel version /(r) of a func-
tion/on 5 is defined by fV(b9n)=f(<$\b), rri).
The r-parallel version of a link is well-defined by Theorem 1.2.2. Hence
the parallel version X(r) of a link invariant X is again a link invariant.
1.3. Wreath products. We review representation theory of wreath pro-
ducts. The references are [19] and [6]. Throughout this paper, a semigroup has
a unit, a semigroup homomorphism preserves the unit and a linear representa-
tion of a group or a semigroup sends the unit to the identity transformation.
Let Ω={ 1,2, •••,»} and H a semigroup with a semigroup homomorphism
θ:H->S
n
, where S
n
 denotes the symmetric group of degree n actnig on Ω
naturally. For h^H, let ζθ(h)y denote the subgroup of S
n
 generated by θ(fi).
Fix a group G and an element hQ of H.
(1.3.1) H(h0) = {h^H \ for every <0(/*0)>-orbit O of Ω, θ(h) O = O} ,
which is a subsemigroup of H. The semigroup £f(/?0) acts on Gn by the fol-
lowing. For h^H(h0) and £=(&, g2, •• ,^Λ)eGn, hg=(ge(hr^> •• >£βαr1(»))
DEFINITION 1.3.2. The set GnxH(h0) together with the composition law
(g> h)(g'y h')=(g(hg')> hh') is a semigroup called the wreath product Gn^H(h0)
of G with #(/i0).
For a group G let G^ denote the set of equivalence classes of finite
dimensional irreducible representations of G over C, and for z/eG~, (p
v
, F
v
)
denotes the corresponding representation. For v = (v19 •••, vn) (vj&G~), let
p
v
=rpVi0...(g)pv^ which is an element of (Gn)^. In the following, we assume
that Vi=Vj if ^θ(h0)y i=^θ(hQ)y j. We define an action of the semi-group
GnX\H(h0) on Γv by the following: For (g, h) (= Gny\H(h0) and (OH V.)
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We denote by p
v
~ the representation of the semigroup GnX]ίf(λ0) given by the
above action on F
v
. If p^g^p^g^-p^gn)^) (1 <<*ι, A<dim FVl, -, 1
<a
n> /3n<dim FVJ is a matrix representing g = (gly •••,£„) e Gn, then we get
(1.3.3) p
v
~(£, A) = (pv
Let π be a representation of the semigroup H(hQ). By composing the
canonical projection Gny\H(ho)-^H(h0)y π is naturally extended to a represen-
tation of the semigroup GΛX|£Γ(λ0), which will also be denoted by π.
Proposition 1.3.4. Let (p, V) be a finite dimensional linear representation
of the semigroup Gny^H(h0) such that the restriction p\Gn is a completely reducible
group representation. We assume that the irreducible components of p\Gn are all
equivalent to p
v
. Then there is a representation π of the semigroup H(hQ) such
that p is equivalent to p
v
~®τr.
This is a version of a standard result found, e.g., in [6], Theorem 5.1.7.
Although Gn may not be a finite group or H(h0) may not be a group, an argu-
ment analogous to the proof of [loc. cit.] works because of our assumptions, i.e.
the finite dimensionality of V and the complete reducibility of p |
 G».
1.4. The characters associated with the parallel version. Fix a
C-valued function /on B of trace type and r a positive integer. The r-parallel
version /(r) of /is also of trace type since we have the following from (1.1.5).
(1.4.1) /W((*,»Γ) =
We decompose the characters %μoφ
(
Λ
r)
 (μ^A
rn
(f)~) into sums of characters of B
n
of smaller degrees. We need some preparations. Let ιf: CBr-^CBrn (\<j<n)
be the homomorphism defined by
(1.4.2) ί/o ,) = o
 ί+r,._r (\^i<r-\)
and ι: CBfn-^CB
rn
 the homomorphism defined by t(b1® ®bn)=ι1(b1) cn(bn)
for b^CB
ry where CBf" denotes the rc-fold tensor product CBr® ®CBr of
CB
r
. We regard CBfn as a subalgebra of CB
rn
 by the inclusion ι. Let θ be
the group homomorphism from B
n
 to the symmetric group S
n
 of degree n defined
by θ(pi)=(i ί+1) (the transposition of i and ί+1). We define an action of B
n
on Ω={1, ••-, n} by b(i)=θ(b)(i) for z'eίl. Then we have the following.
Lemma 1.4.3. For b<=B
n
andb'<= B
r
,
Φ
(
n
r\b)ιk(b') = ιm(b'}φϊ\b) (\<k<n).
Proof. The following formulas imply the statement of the lemma.
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(1.4.4. a) φPMtfa) = «*(o /)Φ rVι)
(1.4.4. b) φSΓVOWβ y) = *,(*/)#" V, )
(1.4.4. c) <# V K K ) = *,+I(σy)φίΓV»)
The formula (1.4.4a) is a consequence of (1.2.1) and the relations σf cry=σ /rf
(\i-j \ >2). We prove (1.4.4b). Let σ'(i, j)=σ
ί
σ
ί
.1 σy (ί >;'). Then
'(ri+l, ri-r+2) -
Since the relations of the braid group imply (τ'(ίyj)σk=σk.lσ'(ί^j) (i>k^j)y we
have
= σ(rί— r+1, n-l)~V(n, π-r+l)σ'(π+l, π-r+2) —
1, ri)σ
ri+J
ri-\yrσ
ri-r+jσ'(ή, ri-r+l)<rf(ri+l, ri-r+2)
'ίn+r-l, π) -
We also know ([1], p. 28, Corollary 1.8.4) that the element σ(ri— r+l,ri— l)-f
is contained in the center of the subgroup <σ
rί
_
r+1, σrι _r+2, •• ,σrί»1> of Brn.
Hence we have
This proves (1.4.4.b). The formula (1.4.4.c) is proved analogously by using
φ<,r)(σg ) = σ(n— r+1, ri-\γrσ(ri, ri+r-\)σ(ri-\y ri+r-2) ••• σ(n-r+l, rί)
and the relations σ(f, j)<rk=o k+lσ(i, j ) (i<k<j). Π
Lemma 1.4.3 implies that the subgroup c(Br)φ(
n
r\B
n
) of B
rn
 is isomorphic to
the wreath product B?XU?W with respect to θn: B-»Sn.
DEFINITION 1.4.5 (isotypic subspace). Let A be a semisimple algebra over
C, U an ^4-module and p an irreducible representation of A. An ^4-submodule
W of U is called the p-isotypic subspace if IF is the maximal subspace on which
the action of A is isomorphic to p0 0p (ra-times) for some n=Q, 1, 2, ••-.
For *(1), -.., v(n)&A
r
(fΓ and μζΞA
rn
(fΓ, let Γμ.v(l)t...fV(ll) be the pv(1)®
<S)pV(w)-isotypic subspace of Fμ as a £?-module and ir=F>V(1)(2) ® FV(«) Then
^v(ι),.,v(«)^iΛθ θiΓ-^®C'^'v^ v^, where rf(^, *(1), -,ι;(n)) denote
the multiplicity of pvd)® ®pv(n) in p^|^«. For b^B
n
, (b{, •••, iί)eJB? and
v(l)®...®^
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(1.4.6) p^b{® .®b'
n
)φ
from (1.4.3). The above formula implies the following:
Lemma 1.4.7. For b^B
n
, the subspace pμ(φ»r)(&))I7μtV(1)f..sV(w) is equal to
the pv(*-ιω)® — ®pvtt-i(ι,))-woί)ϊ>ώ; subspace FμfV(ί-i(1))f...fVtt-ι(ll)) o/ Fμ.
In particular, Fμ
ϊV..'...v is invariant relative to the actiono of ι(Bΐ)φ(nr\Bn).
Let p^v be the representation of i(Br)φ(»\B
n
) obtained by restricting pμ on
Fμ.vf.».v and %μtV its character. Then we have the following.
Proposition 1.4.8. For b'^B, and b^B
n
 such that b~ is a knot, we have
Proof. Recall that /is of trace type. The condition (ii) of Definition 1.1.7
implies that there are algb algebra homomorphisms ιf\ A
r
(f)->A
rn
(f) (l<z<Cτ&)
such that ii~0p
r
=Prn°ii Hence the action of Bn
r
 on Vμ. is factored by pn
r
: Bn
r
-*
A
r
(f)n. Since A
r
(f) is the associated algebra of /, A,(f) is completey reducible
and so we have F^=0VeUr(/)*)A J^*.v(ι),.«,v(ιι) Lemma 1.4.7 implies that
Hence if J^.vd),. »,*(*) ^  ί/μ,v(i-1(θ)f...,v(ί-1(»))> then the diagonal part of the matrix
iι(b')φ%\b) corresponding to the subspace Fμ,v(ι),...,v(
w
) is equal to 0. Thus
Xμ(*ι(δ')Φ(«r)(*)) is e(lual to the sum of the diagonal elements of pι*(«ι(δ/)Φ«r)(*))
corresponding to the subspaces Fμ>v(l))...fV(n) with Fμ)V(w)>μ>v(n)=-Fμ>v(d-i(1))f...fV(i-i(Λ)).
Since the closure of & is a knot, θ(b) is an w-cycle. Thus v(i)=v(b~1(i)) (\<i<n)
imply ι/(l) ==•••== ι>(w). But the sum of diagonals of pμ,(tι(b')φ(n\b)) on Fμ>Vt...>v
is equal to %μ,v(ίι(^')Φ»r)(^)) This proves the proposition. Π
Since t(Bΐ)φ(
n
r\B
n
) is isomorphic to Br^B
nί
 we see, from Proposition
1.3.4, that ther is a representation π>,
v
 of #« such that
(1.4.9) P^«(P?")"®^.v.
where (pfn)~ is the representation of ι(Bΐ)φ(
n
r\B
n
) coming from the representa-
tion pfn of Bn
r
 as in Proposition 1.3.4. Let %z/~, ωμ>v be the characters of (pf*)~,
π fi v respectively. Now we can state our main theorem.
Theorem 1.4.10. Let b be an n-braid vΰhose closure is a knot. Then we
have the following.
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(i) xμ(φ ϊ e )
(ii) /«(*,») = Σ ( Σ «
Proof. Proposition 1.4.8 and (1.4.9) yield that
^(Φ(n\b)}= Σ %sv(#r)(*)) = Σ
Hence the first formula is an immediate consequence of the following lemma
with b'— 1. The second one is obtained from (i) and (1.4.1). Π
Lemma 1.4.11. For b'^B
r
 and b^B
n
 such that £Λ is a knot, τΰe have
Xv-(«i(
Proof. By using 1.3.3, we have
Since 6^ is a knot and so θ(b) is an w-cycle, each term of the above summen-
tion is 0 except when a^ /3b-ι(ύ=ab-ιω= ••• =ab-n+ιω = βv i.e. av ,an,
βv "•> βn are a^l equal. Hence we have
= Σ
This completes the proof. Π
1.5. A decomposition of JΓ(r) into invariants. For a C-valued function
/ on B of trace type, let
/c.v)(i,
 n
) = Σ
The r-parallel version JY"(r) of a link invariant X of trace type is a sum of
invariants J\Γ(r v) parametrized by ^ (
Theorem 1.5.1. For a C-valued function f on B of trace type and
we have the following
(i) /(r'v) is a link invariant if f is a link invariant.
(ii) f(r\K)= Σ %
v
(l)/(r'vPΠ far a knot K.
veU
Γ
C/)
Proof, (ii) is an immediate consequence of the definition of /(r»v) and
Theorem 1.4.10 (ii). To show (i), we check the invariance of /(r>v) relative to
the relations (i), (ii) of Definition 1.1.2. Let b and b' be elements of B
n
. Since
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ωμ.tV(bb')=ωμ,tV(b'b), we have /(r V)(δδ', n)=f<r v\b'b9 n). It remains to show
that
(1.5.2) /<">(&, n) = /<'•*>(***', n+1) .
Let/,: CB
n
-*C be a C-linear function defined byf
n
(b)=f(b, n) for &€=£„. For
\ let ?7V be an element of CSr such that ρv(η^)=id and pv'fav) — 0 for
. Then ^>
r
(97
v
) is contained in the center of A
r
(f), p
r
(rj^)2=p
r
(^)y
and Aθ7v)A(??v')=0 if ^ Φ^ Since pμtafovM^ ^fov)) ίs a projection from Fμ
to the p?"-isotypic subspace FμtV...v of Fμ, we have pμ,(tί(
). Hence by (1.4.9) and Lemma 1.4.11, we get
(1.5.3)
 ωμ.v
for
This formula implies that
But we know, from Lemma 1.4.3, that c
n+1(ηv)φnr\bσ ^1)=φ(ur+ι(bσf1)cn( ηv) and so
we have
In the last step of the above calculation, we use p
r
(η^)2= p
r
(ηj) Since φ(/)(σί1)=
(σ^)*1, Lemma 1.2.4 implies that the last term of the above is equal to
κv(l)"yr.+rW7v) ^-ι(7v)^v)Φ( r)(6)), which is equal to f™(b, n) by (1.5.3).
Hence we have (1.5.2). Π
1.6. Invariants of cable links. Let t
έ
: Bf-*Brn (\<i<ri) be the group
homomorphism defined in Section 1.4.
Proposition 1.6.1. Let b'^B, and ~ denote the Markov equivalence rela-
tion (Definition 1.1.2). Then we have the following :
(a) For blt b2^Bn such that the closure of bj)2 is a knot, (£ι(δ')Φ«r)(^A)> rn) ~
(b) For bt=B
n
, Wί ')Φ(.r)(*), rn) ~
Proof. Lemma 1.2.4 shows the part (b). By using Definition 1.1.2 (ϋ)
and Lemma 1.4.3, we have
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(Λ = 1, 2,
Since the closure of ό^ is a knot, we have {(b1b2)k(l)\k=Q, 1, « ,Λ— 1} =
{!,•••,«} and so there is A7 with (feA)*/(l)==*2"1(l) Hence we have
). τhis Proves the Part (a) Π
The above proposition and Theorem 1.1.3 yield the following.
Corollary 1.6.2. Let b'^B, and (bl9 n^)y (b2, n2) be two braids such that the
closures of b± and b2 are knots. Then the closures of (^(^OΦ^Λ^i)' mι)
W^OΦίί^X rn2) are equivalent if (b
v
 n^f and (i2, n^f are equivalent.
DEFINITION 1.6.3 (cable links). For a braid (b, n) and &'eJ9
r
, we call
(tι(b')φ(n\b)y rnY the (r-strand) cable link of (b, rif associated with b' '. For a
function / on B, let /^(ft, n)=f(tι(b')φΫ\b), rn).
The r-strand cable links is well-defined by Corollary 1.6.2, and so Xty is
an invariant of link isotopy types for a link invariant X and b'€ΞCB
r
.
Theorem 1.6.4. Let b'^CB
r
. For a braid b^B
n
 whose closure is a knot
and a C -valued function f on B of trace type, f$ satisfies
fψ(b, n) =^ Σ/)Λ %v(*')/(r v)(*> »)
Proof. Since /^(δ, n)= Σ Xμί^ίδ'JΦ"0^)), we get the stateent of the
V-eiArnV^
theorem by (1.4.9) and Lemma 1.4.11. Π
2. The parallel version of link invariants, II (the case of general
links). In this section, we give a generalization of Theorems 1.4.10 and 1.6.4
for braids whose closures are links.
2.1. The characters associated with the parallel version. Fix a
C- valued function f on B of trace type and fix an element bQ€ΞBn. Let
JBll(i0) = {ie-Bll| every <0(δ)>-orbit of Ω is contained in a single <0(i0)>-orbit
of Ω}, where Ω={1, •••,«}. We use the notations in Sections 1.3 and 1.4.
Lemma 1.4.3 implies that the subgroup ι(B?)φ(
n
r\B
n
(bQ)) of Brn is isomorphic to
the wreath product B?^B
n
(bQ) with respect to θ: Bn-*Sn. For v = (vv ••-, vn)
(z/, e^4
r
(/)^), let p
v
r=pVι® " ®ρVjι be the representation of B
n
r
. For μ^A
rn
(f)^,
let Vμ.^ be the p
v
-isotypic subspace of Vμ. as a C5fn-module Let 8(j)=
j for jeΩ. If z>, — z/
β
(y) for l<j<n, then by Lemma 1.4.3, Fμ fV is
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invariant relative to the action of B^B
n
(b0). In this case, let pμ^ denote the
representation of i(B
rn
)φ(n\B
n
(b0)) obtained by restricting pμ, on Fμ fV and %μ>v its
character. Then we have the following.
Proposition 2.1.1. Let k be the number of ζθ(b0)y-orbits of Ω and
{S(j ) I j e Ω} = {m
v
 - , mk} . Then vie have
Proof. The proof of Proposition 1.4.8 shows that %μ(φ»r)(£0)) *s equal to
the sum of the diagonal elements of pμ(φ(n\bQ)) corresponding to the subspaces
.^(v,.....».) such that ^,(vl,.,v,) = ^ >(Vv.1Cι),.,V()cv.1C)i)). If Fμ>(Vl,.,V(>) =
Vμ, (v _, ... v , -i, )> then we have v~vsd) an^ the sum of diagonal elements
* Θ(.PQJ ClD' ' ΘC&Q) CΛ) j I* f~J
of pn(φnr (bo)) corresponding to the subspace ^.(v^-.v^) is equal to
Hence we get conclusion. Π
Let p=(Vl, -.., Vn)<Ξ(A,(fΓ)Λ with v ,=*«». Since ι(Bf)φ^;\Bn(b^ is iso-
morphic to jB?XLBM(£0), we see, from Proposition 1.3.4, that there is a representa-
tion τrμ)V of Bn such that
(2.1.2) P/*,v— pv~®ττμ,v ,
where p
v
" is the representation of t(Bΐ)φ(
n
r\B
n
(b0)) coming from the representa-
tion p
v
 of Br as in Proposition 1.3.4. Let %
v
~, ωμ,
v
 be the characters of p
v
~,
τrμ>v respectively. Now we can state a generalized version of Theorem 1.4.10.
Theorem 2.1.3. (i) For μ<=A
rn
(f)~,
= Σ Σ - Σ
μeΛ»C/3Λ v
mι
e^
r
c/j« vMte^rC/>» ί=ι
Proof. Proposition 2.1.1 and (2.1.2) yield that
= Σ - Σ x*,(v
δco
,.,v
δcv^e^C/)* vWf,fee^rC/)Λ δCl^> δc
= Σ - Σ
Hence the first formula is an immediate consequence of following Lemma 2.1.4.
The second one is obtained from (i) and (1.4.1). Π
Lemma 2.1.4. We have
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Proof. By using (1.3.3), we have
Let 1 5 I denote the cardinality of a set S. Each term of the above summen-
tion is zero unless
But the above equalities implies that ai=βi—aj=βj for i and j such that
> . y. Hence we have
Xv~0b) = Π (Σ Pvy(l)*
m
.,«J - Π %v/l) -
y = ι «
m
^. J ./ y=ι
This proves Lemma 2.1.4. Π
2.2. Further generalizations. In this section, we state a generalized
version of Theorem 1.6.4 for cable links of multi-component links. We omit
proofs of the results in this section, which are anologous to those of correspond-
ing facts in Section 1.
Let K be a ^-component link. A bijection ψ from the set of connected
components of K to {1, 2, ••-, k} is called a marking of K and the pair (K, Ψ)
is called a (k-componenί) marked link. The connected component C of K with
ψ(C) = ί is called the i-th component of K. Let R=(r» r2, •••, rΛ)eΛΓ*. Let
(j£, ψ)(/?> denote the link diagram obtained by replacing each crossing point of
a link diagram of K as in Figure 6. The link type of (K, ψ)(/?) is not depend
on the choice of link diagrams of K. We call (K, ψ)(/?> the R-parallel version
of (K, Ψ). For a link invariant X, let X<*>(K, V)=X((K, Ψ)(*>). Then X<*>
is an invariant of Λ-component marked links and is called the R-parallel version
of X. We can show a generalized version of Theorem 2.1.3 (ii) for X(R\ We
omit the details.
Let (Ky Ψ) be a A-component marked link, 7?=(r1, r2, •••, rk)^.Nk and έ=
(*ι> *2> •"> -^O^^X •" X-Bfv Let (JC, Ψ)3 denote the link obtained by inserting
the braid έt (!</<&) to the bunch of the components of (K, ψ)(*> corresponding
to the component of K sent to i by Ψ as in Figure 7. We call (K9 Ψ)b the
cable link of (K, Ψ) associated with b. For a link invariant X, let.-X^-K", Ψ) =
X((Ky Ψ)$). Then ^  is an invariant of ^-component marked links. Then we
have:
Theorem 2.2.1. Let X be a link invariant of trace type, R=(r19 r29 •••, rA)e
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contained in the
j-th component
contained in the
ί'-th component
contained in the
ί-th component
contained in the
-th component
Figure 6
Figure 7
Nk and b=(bly 62, •••, bk)^BrιX ••• X J3f*. Then there are invariants X(R>^ of k-
component marked links parametrized by v=(vly z>2> •••, vΛ)^Arί(X)^X •••
which satisfy the following. For a k-component marked link (K, Ψ),
π
This theorem is a generalization of Theorems 1.5.1 and 1.6.4.
3. The r-parallel version of the two-variable Jones polynomial.
In this section we review representation theory of Iwahori algebras and the
two-varaible Jones polynomial. At the end of this section, we shall construct
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representations of B3 assoiated with the two-parallel version of the two-variable
Jones polynomial. Fix non-zero complex numbers a and s such that s is not
equal to any root of unity. Let qk/2=sk for an integer k.
DEFINITION 3.1 ([3], p. 55, ex. 23; [18]). Let H
n
(q) be a C-algebra with
a unit defined by the following relations :
(3.2) H.(q) = <Γ1; T» ..-, Tn_λ\ T}+(\-q)T,-q = 0
TtTi+1 T, = Ti+1 T, Tl+1 (1 <* <Ξ«-2) ,
T,Tf = T, T, (1 £ί</- 1 <Ξ«-2)> .
We call H
n
(q) the Izoahori's Hecke algebra of type A
n
_
v
 For simplicity, we
denote H
n
(q) by H
n
 if there is no fear of confusion.
It is known that H
n
 is semisimple (see, e.g. [11]) and isomorphic to the
group algebra £75,, of the symmetric group S
n
 of degree n.
DEFINITION 3.3. Let Λ(#) be the set of partitions of ny i.e.
A(n) = {(λj, X2, -)IΣλ, = n, λ.eΛTU {0},
For λ=(λj, λ2, — )eΛ(w), let λf^max {/ |λy>*} if /<\! and λ?=0 if i
We call λ*=(λ*, λ?, •••) the dual partition o/λ.
As is well-known, the irreducible representations of S
n
 are a parametrized
by Λ(n). Hence A.(n) parametrizes the irreducible representations of H
ny too.
Let (p
λ
, V
λ
) be the representation of H
n
 parametrized by a partition λeΛ(w) and
%
λ
 its character. For each λeΛ(«), we know [12] the representation matrices
of p
λ
(Γf ) (l<ί<«— 1) with respect to a basis parametrized by the standard
tableaus corresponding to the partition λ.
REMARK 3.4. Fix λeΛ(n), and let <S
λ
 be the set of standard tableaus
corresponding to the partition λ. For 5e<5
λ
, 5* denote the transpose of
5, which is a standard tableau corresponding to λ*. Let {^
s
|S^<5
λ
} and
•fcs* I S e cS
λ
} be the basis of V
λ
 and F
λ
* given in [12] respectively. Let η: V
λ
-+
V
λ
* be the linear isomorphism defined by η(e
s
)=e
s
* (S£Ξ<5
λ
). Then there is a
diagonal matrix D with respect to the basis {e
s
\ S GcS
λ
} such that
By the defining relations of B
n
 and H
n
, there is an algebra homomorphism
>: CB
n
-~H
n
 defined by/
Λ
β
'(σI.)=αΓί.
Theorem 3.5 ([7]). Let /=(-?)"*«, w=(-l)1%-1/i!-?1^) ««J P(.)(/, m)
/ίe two-variable Jones polynomial. Then, for b^B
n
, zϋe have
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£ coefficients a
λ
(P)^C (λ^Λ(ra)) are £W£w m [10] or [15].
The coefficients a
λ
(P) (λeΛ(ra)) satisfies
(3.6)
Let K be a link. For a positive integer r and z/eΛ(r), let P(r v> be the
invariant parametrized by (r, p
v
) as in Section 1.5. Then Remark 3.4 and
(3.6) implies the following.
(3.7) P^(K)(
a
, q) = P<' ^(K)(-aq, O .
Let / be a subset of {!,••-, n— 1}, H
r
 the subalgebra of H
n
 generated by
{jΓt |/e/}, and Sf the subgroup of Sn generated by {(ii+l)|ie/}. Let p( be
the representation of S
n
 parametrized by λeΛ(w). Let {λ
x
, λι+λ2> * >λ,1+
λ2H ----- hλ^-ίl, 2, — ,n}\/ and Λ/=Λ(λ1)xΛ(λ2)X — xΛ(λ,). Then the
irreducible representations of H
r
 and 5/ are parametrized by Λ/. The restriction
p
λ
 I ^ and p( \
 Sl are sums of irreducible representations of HI and Sf respectively,
e
 g P\\HJ= θ "*λ^/V and ρ(\ffl= 0 wί^pί, where pμ and p^ are representa-
^eΛ^ M eΛ
tion of Hf and *?/ parametrized by
Proposition 3.8. Lei /^0eΛ/ «*£/i ίAαί ίAβ corresponding representation
piQ of Sb is trivial. Then the above multiplicities mKtμ.ϋ and m(t^Q are equal.
Proof. The construction of each irreducible representations of H
n
 and if/
in [12] satisfies the following: The entries of the matrices of the generators Γ,
are all rational functions of the parameter q with poles at roots of unity. On
the other hand, the above proposition is proved for infinitely many integer
values of q by using [5] Theorem 7.2. But we know that CST and Hj are semi-
simple if q is not equal to any roots of unity. Hence m
λtμQ and m(,nQ are equal
if q is not equal to any roots of unity. Π
REMARK 3.9. Because of the above proposition, we can calculate fw
λtμ0 by
the Littlewood-Richardson rule ([13], 2.8.13).
Let p
λ
 be the representation of H
rn
 parametrized by λeΛ(ra) and p
v
 that
of H
r
 parametrized by ι eΛ(r). Let τr
λ>v be the representation of Brn para-
metrized by p
λ
 and p
v
 as in Section 1.4. In Table 2, the representation matrices
of τr
λ>v are given in the case of n=3, r=2 and v=(ΐ). By using Theorems 1.4.10,
1.5.1, 3.5 and (3.7), we may calculate p(2 <2», ^ .c11)) and P(2) for knots equivalent
to the closures of 3-braids. To obtain these matrices, we use the representation
matrices of the generators of H6 given by WP-graphs introduced in [18]. The
TF-graphs corresρond,ng to the irreducible representations of H6 are actually
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= (6)
o o \ tf
q2) ° \0 0
_ * \
Hi I
Λ = (321)
Λ = (222)
, (2211), (21111), (111111) dimF
λ
,Vo=0.
(13]
Figure 8
constructed by Naruse and Gyoja (Figure 8).
4. The r-parallel version of the one-variable jones polynomial.
In this section we discuss the r-parallel version V^ of the one-variable Jones
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polynomial V in detail. We give a formula for the one-variable Jones poly-
nomials of satellite links (Theorem 4.3.2). Let V(r ^ denote the invariant
associated with v^A
r
(V}^. The representation matrices of πμ^^B^
(μ^AZr(V)^, v^Ar(V)^) associated with F(r v> are gives given explicitly
(Theorem 4.4.1). By using these matrices we can easily compute V(r\b^) for a
knot b^ which is the closure of a 3-braid b. The cases r=2 and r— 3 are
discussed closely in (4.4.3)-(4.4.10).
4.1. The jones algebra. In this section we review the definition of the
Jones algebra J
n
, which is the associated algebra A
n
(V) (Definition 1.1.6) of the
one-variable Jones polynomial V. We also review the construction of the
irreducible representations of J
n
 [15] in terms of rectangular diagrams for our
later convenience. Fix a non-zero complex number s which is not equal to any
root of unity. Let tk^=sk for an integer k.
DEFINITION 4. 1 . 1 . The Jones algebra J
n
 =J
n
(ί) is a C-albebra with 1 defined
by the following.
Jn(t) = <elt e2ί ..-, e^e^ =
=
 ei > *ί+ι*i*ί+ι = **+ι (l^*'^w— 2) ,
For simplicity, we denote J
n
(t) by /„ if there is no fear of confusion.
Since — (J1/2+r1/2)~1£> (\<i<n— 1) is an idempotent of Jn9 we have
Proposition 4.1.2. For x^J, e{x = cx (ceC\{0» iff x^e{Jn. In this
case, c is always equal to —(t1/2+t~1/2).
DEFINITION 4.1.3. Let s be a positive real number and .R=[0, s]x[0, 1],
Let n be a positive integer, jR 3 «,=((), i/(n+l)), /9f =(ί, i/(n+l)) (\<i<n) and
7ι> '••> Ύn curves contained in R. Then (R, {γl9 •••, γn}) is called an (unoriented)
rectangular diagram of degree n if it satisfies the following.
(i) Any of the points «!,••-, α
n
, β» •••, β
n
 is one of the end points of the
curves γl9 ••-,%,.
(ii) There is no triple crossing point of the curves.
(iϋ) Every curve has a marking at the each crossing point indicating
whether the curve under consideration is the over path or the under
path at the crossing.
(iv) The intersection of the curves γ^ •••, γ
n
 and the boundary of R is
equal to {aly ••-,#„, ft, — , βn}.
A diagram (R, {γ
x
, •••, γ
n
}) is called a rectangualr diagram without crossing points
of degree n if the curves γl9 •••, %, do not intersect themselves. If orientations
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are given to all the curves in /?, then R is called an oriented rectangular diagram
of degree n.
We call <xly •••, an (respectively βly •••, βn) the points at the top (respectively
bottom) of R. Two rectangular diagrams ([0, s]x[0, 1], {γ^ •••, γ
n
}) and
([0, s'] X [0, 1], {γί, •••, jn}) of degree # are called equivalent if there is a homeo-
morphism /: [0, s] X [0, 1] -> [0, *'] X [0, 1] such that /((O, f )) = (0, f), /((*, ί)) =
(*', ί) (fe=[0, 1])
We define algebras D
n
 (n^N) over C. Let £"£ denote the set of the
equivalence classes of rectangular diagrams aithout crossing points of degree
n. With the convention #l?ί=l, the number %Έ'
n
 of elements of En (n&N)
satisfy the recursive relations #E£=Σ ftEiftEί.^. Hence #£"£ is equal to the
Catalan number (2n}/(n+l) ([20], § 2.3.4.4). As a C-vector space, we put
\ n /
D
n
= ® Ce; in particular,
(4.1.4)
To define the multiplication in D
n
, it is enough to define the product ab for two
equivalence classes a and b of rectangular diagrams ([0, ί[x[0, 1], {γly •••,%,})
and ([0, sf] X [0, 1], {γί, •••, 7^}). This is done similarly as in the case of
braids by the following rule.
(a) Let Λ=[0, *+*']x[0, 1]. Let g: [0, j]χ[0, 1]->Λ and ^ : [0,*']x
[0, l]-+R be the mappings defined by g((x, y))=(x, y) and £'((#, y))
=(x+s, y) respectively.
(b) Let ( U S^ U ( U 7θ be the decomposition of ( U g(fγi)) U ( U gf (7*))
ί=l »=1 ί=l ι=l
into connected components, where δ, (l<i<m) are closed curves and
y'i' (l<i<n) are curves with end points.
(c) Let ί/be the equivalence class of the rectangular diagram (Ry {γί7, •••,
Let
we have
— 1) denote the rectangular diagrams given in Figure 9. Then
u
Figure 9
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' -
1 / 2
-
l / 2
(4 1 5)
Hence there is a homomorphism η fromj
n
 to D
Λ
 sending e{ to £/. But, by [15]
and (4.1.4), we have
dim
c
/
rt = /(n+l) = dimc D
Hence -η is an siomorphism. Let E
n
=η \E'
n
). Then E
n
 is a basis of J
n
. The
definition of the multiplication in D
n
 implies that, for e'i and #e£"£, e^x is a non-
zero scalar multiple of an element of En. Hence e{Jn is spanned by a subset of
E
n
. Combining this observation with Proposition 4.1.2, we get the following:
Proposition 4.1.6. The subspace e{Jn of Jn is spanned by E^=i^"\x)\
'
n
, the i-th and (i+ty-th points at the top of x are connected by a curve of x}.
For y^E'
n
, let TD(y) denote the number of strings of y connecting two
points at the top of y. For example,
(4.1.7) TD
ί, TD(y)^i} and/ .i the two-sided ideal of JΛ generated
by the elements of E
n>i. Since TD(yy')> max (TD(y), TD(yf}} for y, y'^En, /;.,
is equal to the C-linear span of E
ntimjn. For x^Jn, we have
(4.1.8) eiωetto - e,<HXGfn.k (i(j)<i(j+l)-l for
Let/
ntl == /ή.i/Jή.i + i. Since Jn is known to be semisimple, the canonical projec-
tion J9
n
 ,i-*J
n
 ,, splits. Hence J
Λti can be regarded as a two-sided ideal of Jn.
Proposition 4.1.9 The two-sided ideals Jttti (0^'<[w/2]) of Jn are simple[»/2]
algebras andj
n
ε* θ /»,,-.
ί = 0
Proof. Let e(l, 2i—l)=e1e3 ••• e2i^ (0</^[w/2]). Since e(l, 2i—ί)^Jnti
and e(l, 2z-l)φ/;,l>1,/n)ί=|= {0} for 0<z<[^/2]. We also know ([15], § Π)
that J
n
 is a direct sum of [w/2] + l two-sided ideals which are simple algebras.
Hence, by using Jordan-Holder's Theorem, we conclude that the two-sided
ideals JHιi (0<i<[n/2]) are non-trivial simple algebras. Π
Since J
n
 is a semisimple algebra over C, the two-sided ideals J
ni of Jn (0<;
i<[n/2]) are isomorphic to the full matrix algebras over C. Let p
Λ>f : /»->/„,,•
denote the associated irreducible representations of /M, and %M their charactews.
Let p
ny pn\ CBn-*Jn(i) be the algebra homomorphisms defined by σt — >
—t1/2—tei and σi->t~
1/4
-\-t1/4ei respectively. Then the Jones polynomial V and
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the bracket polynomial <•> for the closure of an w-braid b are written as linear
combinations of these characters, i.e.
(4.1.10)
The coefficients a
nΛ
(V) are given by
(4.1.11) a
n>i(V) = (-i^
(see [10], [15], [16]).
Note that none of the coefficients a
nti(V) are equal to zero because t is not a root
of unity.
REMARK 4.1.12. Let φ
n
: H
n
(t)-*J
n
(i) be the algebra homomorphism defined
by φ
n
( T{) = — 1—t1/2 6i. The compositions pn> , oφn for 0 < i <, [n/2] give irreducible
representations of H
n
(t) parametrized by the partitions (22 •••211 •••!).
z-time (n—2/)-time
DEFINITION 4.1.13. Let G
n
 denote the free semigriup generated by !,/,-,
<ri9 σΓ
1
 (l<*<w-l), G={(g, n}\g^G
n
} and for (g, n)eG, let rf(^, n) denote
the rectangular diagram (Definition 4.1.3) of (g, n) defined as in Figure 10.
1
«1 <*2
/,
cti-ι fXiθei+lai+2 aH
u
n
A A. -iA A A-ιAA+ιA« A
A A A A-ιAA+ιA+ 2 A
Figure 10
I I I I I I
I I I
1 2 3 ... n-2n-l w
By the analogy with braids we use the term closure of a rectangular diagram
d(g, n)y written (g, n)^9 to mean the link formed by joining the n points at the top
of d(g,ri) to those at the bottom without further crossings. Let Ψ
n
: CG
n
-*J
n
denote the algebra homomorphism defined by
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By using the original definition of </> in [16], we can show that
(4.1.14)
=
where the coefficients a
nιi(V) are given by (4.1.11).
4.2. Relations among the invariants associated with the decom-
position (1.5.1) of F(r). Let p
r
 be the homomorphism from CB
r
 to J
r
 defined
just before (4.1.10). Let V ( f f i ) denote the invariant associated with the irre-
ducible representation ρ
rti°pr of Br (see Sections 1.4 and 4.1). In this section,
we give relations among F(r'0. In the following we use the conventions that
F(0>(^)=F(0»°^) = ^  for any link
diagram K.
Theorem 4.2.1. Let K be a knot. Then we have
for r>0,
REMARK 4.2.2. The same is also true in the case when K is a general link.
We restrict our attention to the present case for simplicity.
Corollary 4.2.3. Let K be a knot. Then we have
Cr/2](i) V"(K)= Σ X,ti(l)V<'-* ">(K) for r>0,
ί = 0
(ii) V(r V(K) is a linear combination of V(s\K) (s=r, r-2, •-, r-2[r/2])
with integer coefficients.
(iii) (t1/2+t~1/2)V(rJ\K) is a Laurent polynomial in the parameter t1'2.
Proof. The formula (i) is an immediate consequence of Theorems 1.4.10
and 4.2.1. Solving the formula (i) with respect to V(3 0)(K), we get
Since %
rj0(l)=l, the coefficients cStf (r=s, s—2, •••) are all integers and so we get
(ii). By (4.1.11), the coefficients (t^2+Γl/2)a
rn>i(V) are Laurent polynomials in
t1'2. We also know [12] that the characters %
rM(A«(δ)) (n^N, 0<*'< [ra/2],
3
rn
) are Laurent polynomials in t1'2. Hence (ii) follows from (iii). Q
To prove Theorem 4.2.1, we need the bracket polynomial <•> defined on
G (see the last paragraph of Section 4.1). By (4.1.10), the bracket polynomial
is of trace type. Applying Theorem 1.6.4 to <•>, we get the following.
Proposition 4.2.4. For b'^CB
r
 and a braid (b, n) we have
)^0 f°r
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Let f'i^CB
rn
 such that ρ'
rn
(j '$)=** (\<i<rn— 1). Then We have the
following :
Proposition 4.2.5. For b^B
n
, we have
Proof. For^eG
ΓΛ
, we put <£>=<#(£, nf>(=C. By Definition 1.1.10 of
the bracket polynomial, the mapping <•>: G
rn
-*C is factored by the projection
Ψ
rn
: G
ra
^J
rn
 (see the last paragraph of Section 4.1). Since #»(/(/£, — ,/ί/_ι)=
Ψr»(/ι/3 /2/-ι),wehave
The following lemma shows that the link diagram (/ι/3 /2y-ιΦ(Λr)(δ), ra)~ is
regular isotopic to
(φ?-Λ(A), (r-2;>Γ U ( U (Λ σΓ2"(ί Λ), 2Γ) (disjoint union) .
ί = l
For a link diagram K which is a disjoint union of two link diagrams K
r
 and
K2, it is known that <.£>=(— t^-Γ^K^K^. It is also known ([16],
Proposition 2.5) that ^ o Γ****', 2)>=(-^4)-2«'(ίΛ). Hence we have
(. U .(/^ T*1* ,^ 2)Λ)>
ί—ι, »y
as required. Π
Lemma 4.2.6. For έe£M, ^  link diagram (/ι/3 •••/2/-ιΦ(«±)(δ), ™Γ ώ
regular isotopic to the disjoint union of the link diagrams (φ(/~y)(δ), (r—2j)nf and
copies') of
Proof. Let β =#$>$$» - ^(ϊ)}) where
), ^})=/
ί0 ), ^(J)=σ^ and *feV=<rΓ(}> Let /S*^^^ ,^ - «2.
Then Figure 11 demonstrates that the link diagram (f2βφnr\b), rrif is regular
isotopic to the disjoint union of the link diagrams (/3*φ(/~2)(£), (r— 2)nf and
(/ι> <rϊ2tv(bΛ\ 2)^. Hence an induction on j proves the statement of the lemma.
D
Lemma 4.2.7. Let e(j)= e^ ••• e2j_^Jr (l<j<[r/2]). Let X,^ be the
character of the representation p,ti of Jr, defined in Section 4.1. We have
(a) %,,, (Φ'))=0 ' if
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Figure 11
(b) κrΛ</))==(-'1/2-rv7X_2Λ,._,.(i)
vϋhere we used the convention that
if
Proof. Since TD(e(j))=j by (4.1.7), pfti(e(j))=0 if j<i and so we get the
first formula of the above lemma. We regard y
r-1 as a subalgebra of Jr by the
inclusion homomorphism sending βf e/r_1 to e^Jr (1 <C/<>— 2). For an
element #e/
r
 contained in the subalgebra /,,_!, we know [15] that
(4.2.8) %,.,•(*) = %,-u(*)+%,-,.ι-ι(*) if °< * <rβ »
Using (4.2.8) and Lemma 4.2.9 below, we get the part (b) by induction on r.
The details are omitted. Π
Lemma 4.2.9. %2r,r«r))=(-^2-r^)r.
Proof. By Lemma 4.2.7 (a) and (4.2.8), it is enough to show:
(4.2.10) %*.rWΌ) = (-*V2-
Let e(iγ be an element of CB2r with Ar(*(0 ')=<*) (1<^0 BY Lemma 4.2.7
(a), X2r,iWr))=0 ^ z<^r and ^2r-ι,iWr~l))— 0 if i<τ— 1. Hence we have
and
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Vr-Mr-l)') = a2r.ltr.1(V)%2r.1,r.1(e(r-l)) .
Since V is a link invariant, we have
(Definition 1.1.2 (ii)).
Hence, by using
e
. =
we have
rW)-1 AXσsL,)) *(r-l)', 2r)
= F(«(r-l)', 2r-l) = ^ .^ (F) ^ .^ (r-l)) .
This and (4.1.11) imply (4.2.10). Q
Proof of Theorem 4.2. 1 . From Proposition 4.2.4 and Lemma 4.2.7 we have
<(M)>$L ,,
/1/3 V2/-1
= (-i*-r*)i ^Σ X,-w.ι-XiX(δ, «)>(r>0) (O^r, 0^;^ [r/ZJ) .
By interchanging r with r+2; and i with ί+j, we get
1/3 J2J-1
Hence Proposition 4.2.5 implies that
<(4, «)>w = (-ίV4)V.(^> ( s
ι=0
By using (1.1.12), we get F«(ά, »)=(-^4)r"'(i*><(i, »)>(r> and F(r '>(6, »)=
(-/WJM *)^
 n
)><f.i). Therefore we have
[r/2]
ΓW(i, ») = Σ 3Cr.ι(l) Ffr ^  '+Λ (ft, ») .
ί=0
But the left hand side of the above formula does not depend onj, and so we obtain
inductively that
, n) = V(^(b, n) = FΛ1>(6, n) = - =7W '>(*, n) = — ,
, n) = F(1 °>(έ, n) = FΛ1>(δ, Λ) = - =Γ<1+2ί"')(έ, n) = — ,
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Ir/t
= V<" °\b, n) = V^2 \b, n) = — = V(r+ziJ\b, »)=•••
These are the equalities we wanted to show. Π
4.3. The Jones polynomial of satellite links. We give a satellite link
version of Theorem 1.6.4 for the one-variable Jones polynomial V.
DEFINITION 4.3.1. Let K and L be diagrams of links in the 3-sphere and
the solid torus respectively. Let N(K) the tubular neighborhood of K. Then
there is a bijection /, called the faithful embedding, from the solid torus to
N(K). This mapping is determined canonically up to ambient isotopy. Let
KL=f(L). Then KL is a link in the 3-sphere and is called the satellite link of
K with respect to L. For a link invariant X, put XL(K)=X(KL). Then XL is
a link invariant.
For a link diagram L, let |L| denote the unoriented link diagram obtained
by forgetting the orientation of L. For (g, n)^G (Definition 4.1.13), let (g, n)~
be the unoriented link diagram in the annulus obtained by joining the points
at the top of d(g, n) and those at the bottom without further crossings as in Figure
12. Conversely, for any link diagram L in the annulus, there is an element
(g,ri)^G such that |L| is regular isotopic to (g, n)~ in the annulus. Let Ψ
r
:
G
r
-*J
r
 be the projection defined in Section 4.1.
Figure 12
Theorem 4.3.2. Let K be a knot, L an oriented link diagram in the annulus,
w(L) the writhe of L, and (g, r) an element of G whose closure is regular isotopic
to I L I in the annulus. Then we have
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VL(K) = (-ί")"U) Σ?XrMg)) V<-' >\K) .
Proof. Let (i, ri)€ΞB be a braid whose closure is equivalent to K. Then
KL is equivalent to (gφ(nr\b), ra)A. We regard Gr as a subsemigroup of Grn
by the inclusion homomorphism sending g^G
r
 to the isotopy class of g' in G
rn
as in Figure 13.
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
r
Figure 13
By applying the results of Section 1.3 to the wreath product <?JX1G
Λ
, we get
The proof of this formula is analogous to that of Theorem 1.6.4. We know
that 7^'>(&,n)=(-^4)β(*A><(ft,n)>fr « and to((gφP(b)9 rnY)=ιo((g, r)A)+ra(&Λ).
By using these formulas, the above statement can be proved. Π
Figure 14
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Theorem 4.3.2 can be extended for marked links as Theorem 2.5.4.
EXAMPLE 4.3.3. (doubled knot [33]). Let L0 be the link diagram in the
annulus as in Figure 14. Then L0 is regular isotopic to (g0, 4)~, where £„ =
/i/2/30i For a knot K, we have Fio(^)=r3/2((l-ί)ί7(2 0)(JK:)-(r1+ί)F(0 0)(J^ ))
since κ4,o(Ψ4teo)) = 0, %4.ι(^4^o))=l-ί and Xt.£Vt(gβ)) = -(t-1+t). But we
know that V9 ">(K)=V^(K)+(r^+fί*)-1 from Corollary 4.2.3 and so we have
4.4. Representations associated with F(r). Let ρMtk denote the ir-
reducible representation of J
m
 defined in (4.1.9)-(4.1.10). In this section, π3,ti
(0<i<[3r/2]) denote the representations of B3r parametrized by two irreducible
representations p3rti of J3r and pr 0 of Jr defined as in Section 1.4. Let ω3r , denote
the character of π3r ti. Let K be a knot equivalent to the closure of a 3 -braid
b^B3. Then, by using the following theorem, (4.1.11) and Theorem 1.4.10 (ii),
we can calculate V(r 0)(K) explicitly. Moreover, by using Corollary 4.2.3 (i), we
may calculate V(r\K) explicitly.
Theorem 4.4.1. A set of representation matrices of 7Γ3r(l (σ, ) (0<z<[3r/2],
7=1, 2) is given by the following.
where d(r, i)=deg(π3rti)-l=i (ifO^i^r) or 3r-2i (if r<i<[3r/2]) and
gV-kJ-k, t) (k<j, 0<ί<r) ,
«u.*(0 = 0 (j<kyQ<ί<r),
"i.i.ιtfi = (-l)(r+» t"*-'-''fig(i-k9j-k9 1) (k<j, r<i<[3r/2]) ,
α
u
.»(0 = 0 (j<k)r<i<[3r/2])y
where
 Ύ
(
ryp9k9j)=r+k+2rk~k2+(r~p+j-k)(j-k))/2 and g(ρ,q,t) is the
Gauss9 polynomial, i.e.
1 fp+i-l 1
» / — -1"1- .,- ι
« = ι t1 — 1
The polynomial g(p,q,t) satisfy the following recursive relations:
£(A 0,0=1, g(ρ,p,t)=l,
(4.4.2)
g(p, q> 0 = ^ "'^ (ί-i, ?-ι> 0+^(ί-if j, o
Before proving the above theorem, we give examples and applications.
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0 O X
-*
3
 0 ,
r=3:
0
-ί
3/2 0 0
-ί
s/2(i+0 ί9/2 o
-ί
3/2 0 0 0
0
0
$15/2
EXAMPLE 4.4.3. The representation matrices of σ1^B3 for the case r=2
and r=3 are given in Table 3. The matrices of σ2 are obtained as follows.
=
 κ
 π3r, i (<TI) ^ , where J^ ==
/Ό I N
1
. '' o;
Proposition 4.4.4. Let (b, b') be a pair of 3-braids such that vΰ (δΛ)=w(6'A
and V(b*)(s)=V(b'*)(s) for allseCΓ. Then, for t(=C', F<° 2>(Γ) (t)=
Proof. Recall that a
n>i(V) (ί)Φθ for 0^t< [«/2] by (4.1.11). From (4.1.10)
and Theorem 1.4.10, it is enough to show that
(4.4.5) ' = 0,1,3.
We have o>6,,<6) (ί)=ω6>, (δ/) (t) for «=1,3 and %3>0(δ) (t)=X3><l(b') (t) since they
are linear characters of B3 and w(b")=w(b'*). The assumptions
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and V(b~)(s)=V(b'*)(s) for all s<=C' yields XM(4)(ί)=%,.l(i')W since F( )W=
Λ3,o(Π W X3,o( )(f)+*3.ι(HW *3.ι( ) W for 3-braids. But we know that ω6tl
(b) (*)=(-!)»<**> %3 §1(J) (fy and so we have ω6>1(i) (*)=ω6tl(δ') (ί). Hence (4.4.5)
is proved. Π
From the above Proposition and Corollary 4.2.3, we have the following.
Corollary 4.4.6. Let (b, br) be a pair of 3-braids such that w(b~)=w(b'~)
and V(b") (s)=V(b'~) (s)for all s(EC\ Then, for t^C, V(2\b~) (*)=F(2)(O (t)
Let P=P( ) (α, q) denote the two-variable Jones polynomial with non-zero
complex parameters α and q where q is not equal to any roots of unity. Then
we have the following.
Corollary 4.4.7. Let (b, b'} be a pair of 3-braids such that
V(b~) (s)=V(b'~) (s) and F(2>(Γ) (s)=V(2\b'~) (s) for all s<=C. Then we have
(a) P<2'<2»(δA) (Λ, q)=pv v\b'~) (α, j),
(b) PΛ<^)(Γ) (α, j)=P*<*?»(4^ (α, ?),
(c)
Proof. The representations τr
λ
,
v
(λeΛ(6), z/=(2)eΛ(2)) of jB3 associated
with P(2) are given in Table 3. With these representation matrices, an analogous
argument of the proof of Proposition 4.4.4 shows the part (a). The part (a)
and (3.6) implies the part (b). The part (c) follows from the parts (a), (b) and
Theorem 1.5.1. D
Proposition 4.4.8. Let (b} b') be a pair of 3-braids whose closures are knot
with w(b~)=w(b'~) andF(b~) (a, x)=F(b'~) (a, x)for all a, *(ΞCX, where F denotes
the Kauffman polynomial. Then, for tt=C\ V^\b^)(t)=V^(b^)(t) iff ω93
Proof. Because a9t3(V) (*)ΦO, it is enough to show that ω9ti(b)(t)=ω9>i
(b')(t)fori=Q, 1,2,4. We have V(b~)(s)=V(b'~)(s)(s^C')fromF(b~)=F(bf/:)
[22]. Thus, as the proof of Proposition 4.4.4, we have ω9ti(b) (i)=ω9i(b') (t) for
ί'=0, 1, 4. Let % be the character of the representation p of B3 defined by the
following.
fa"1 0 x\ /O — 1 0\
pfa)= 0 0-1 , p(σ
a
):= 1 x 0 .
\0 1 */ \0 <Γlx a-1/
From Theorem 12.2 of [26] we have %(&) (a, x)=X(bf) (a, x)'ιf the values of a and
x are generic. This yields 'X,(b)(a9 x)=X(b/)(ay x) for all α, Λ?eCx since X(/3)
(#, Λ) are Laurent polynomials of the parameters a and x for all /3eB3. Let %'
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be the character obtained from X by substituting x— — t'^+f*2 and a=t~7/2.
Then ω9,2( ) (t}=? %'(•) (t) and so we have ω9t2(b) (t)=ω9ι2(bf) (t). This proves
the proposition. Π
From the above proposition and Corollary 4.2.3, we have the following.
Corollary 4.4.9. Let (b, b')be a pair of 3-braids whose closures are knot with
wfO^ίO andF(b~] (a, x)=F(b'~) (a,x) for all a, ^ eCx, where F denotes the
Kauffman polynomial. Then, for ίeCΓ, F(3)(Γ) -(t)=V<*>(br) (t}iffω^(b] (t)=a>93
(*')«•
Proposition 4.4.10. The invariant V(3) is independent from V, V(2), and
the Kauffman polynomial F.
Proof. We give a pair of braids (ft, b') such that F(Γ)=F(O>
/Λ), F(b~)=F(b'~) but 7<3>(ZOΦF<3>(O Let
b(my n) = σ\ σϊ2 σ1 σ\ σϊ2 σ% σ\ σj2 σ\l <r\ <τf2 σ* ,
for odd integers m, n. Then T. Kanenobu noted that the knots b(m, rif and
b(n, nίf have the same KaufFman polynomial. Therefore they have the same
Jones polynomial [22] and the same 2-ρarallel version of the Jones polynomial
[35]. But T. Kanenobu conjectured that b(m, ri)~ and b(n, m)~ are not equivalent
except a finite number of pairs (my n). From a calculation with a computer we
have ω9>3(i(3, l))Φω9>3(ft(l, 3)) by substituting 4 to the parameter t. Thus we
have V'<*\b(\, 3Γ)Φ F(3)(έ(3, If) from Corollary 4.4.9. Π
From now on, we prepare some notations which is needed in the proof of
Theorem 4.1.1. We use the notations in Section 4.1. Fix an integer i with
0^i^[3r/2J. Let
V3r,i = /3r,ί *1 ^3"^2»-l/(/3r,i 1^ ^3'"e2i-l Π /3f,i+l)
From Proposition 4.1.9, VZfti is an irreducible left /3r-module and the left action
°f /3r on F3
r>ί are equivalent to p,ti. By Proposition 4.1.6, there is a subset G3rt,
of £"3r such that {x mod /Jr., +ιl#GG3 r f l } is a basis of V3fti. More precisely,
G3r>ί)1 = {Λ?eG3ffl |there isj'ΦO (mod r) such that thej-th point at the
top of η(x) is connected to the (j+l)-th point at the
top of η(x)} ,
and V3rtitl the subspace of VZfti spanned by the image of G3r>u. For
[r/2], let VZftithtJ2th be the pith®pftJ2®prth-isotypic subspace with respect to Jf3
naturally embedded in /3r. Let I~{k\ \<k<,Zr~ 1, ΛφOmodr} and // the
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subalgebra of J3r generated by ek(k&I). Let λ0 denote the one-dimensional
representation o f / / defined by λ0(^) = 0 (Ae/). For a //-module C7, let
U+=51ekU. Then U+ is a //-submodule of U. Let U0 denote the X0-isotyρic
subspace of U. Since —(tl/2-\-t~l/2yl ek(k^I) is a projection and t/0 =
ΓKl+ί^+r1/2)-1 ek) U, we have the following.
Proposition 4.4.11. The composition of natural homomorphisms Z70— *f7->
U/U+is ajf-module isomorphism.
From Proposition 4.1.8, we have F3
Γ>U= Σ £* V3,ti. Since /7 is isomorphic
tQ J?3> we get the following.
Corollary 4.4.12. The Jf3-submodule V3titQM of VrΛ is isomorphic to V3rti/
V3r,iΛ as a J?
3
-module.
Let V3rtij=V3rtiIV3rtitl. Then the above corollary implies that the repre-
sentation π3r,i of B3 in Theorem 4.4.1 is equivalent to the action of B3 on V3rtit0
induced by restricting the representation p3r,i°φP We give a basis of V3rtifQ and
representation matrices of π&.
 t with respect to the above basis. For 0<&, m<j>
let
eW(j—k,j+k,j—mJ+m) =
(e(j-k+ke-k-l+k+l-e-my+m if
( *(j- if m<k ,
and
Let H
rti={hrtίJ\0<j<si if /<r and i—r<,j<2r—i if r</}, where the elements
A f f i i y are given as follows. In the case of 0</'<r, let
r
 . ..0)
 =
r, 2r, 2r-*+y+l,
r_I +j, 2r+ί-j-2, r+>+ 1,
r
_, +2ί_2, 1, 2i-2j-
for O^j^t. In the case of r<ι ^  [3r/2], let
^u
(1)
 = eW(r, r, r-j+1, r+j-ί),
r, 2r, r+j+1, 3r-j-l) ,
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AT, W = W Ar., ./2) ΛrΛ/Άf./0 ,
for i—r<tj<t2r—i. The rectangular diagrams of 37 (/^
Figure 15.
are given as in
r-j j j r-i i-j i-jr-i+j i-r j j r-j r-j i-r
lini M. 1ml M 1ml M Jiiii ί"Ί M Jik M M. JN. M
Π
 n
v Π Π 1't ιτπϊnπτr
2i r—j r—ir—i+j
n
h
r
,ij(i<,r)
1 1 1
 Π Π I «Γ Πi l
2i 2r-i+j
r-i-j
h
r.ij(i>r)
Figure 15
Let WZfti denote the inverse image of V^titl with respect to the canonical pro-
jection
Lr *1 *3'"*2«-l-*/3r *1 ^ '"^
Proposition 4.4.13. The set H
r
^={h mod W^^IAeH^} is a basis of
Proof. For h^Hfιiy we know that h&E3,ti, Ae/3r ^  ^ 3 ^2ί-ι>
3rtitl. Hence iirfi" is linearly independent since W^tί is a subspace of J'fιi
spanned by (Efti+l n/3r i^ ^a ^ί-i) U -Er,i,ι Since the dimension of the represen-
tation pftl of/?3 is equal to one, the dimension of the p?to-isotyρic subspace of
V3fti with respec to Jf3 is equal to the multiplicity of p®o in /o3r>, |/?3 From
Remarks 4.1.12 and 3.8, we may use the Littlewood-Richardson rule (Remark 3.8)
for computing dim
c
 VZr it0. The result is
if /<r and 2r-i if
which is equal to ##,,,-. This shows that H3r^ is a basis of V 3rιit0. D
Let p3r: B3r-*J3r be the algebra homomorphism introduced in Section 4.1.
We use the following formulas in the proof of Theorem 4.4.1, which can be
proved immediately from the definitions of /3r, p3r and W3rti. For v^Jrel £3
e2i^ and l<Ξ&<Ξ3r— 1 with &ΦO (mod r), we have
(4.4.14) Ar(σ,) » = -*1'2 *
For l^&^3r— 1, we have
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(4.4.15) p3,(n) e{ = βtpM = ί* ei .
For l^Λ^Sr— 2, we have
(4.4.16) A
r
(o
1
 ^-nίar(^ί) = Arfo+i) ^iar(^-i)"1
We also need following formulas, which can be proved by using above formulas.
For p, q&N with p<>qy let
<r(P> 2) =
σ/(?>ί) = °"β σg-ι <rp and * '~(ϊ»ί) = ^ ϊ"1 σίli— σj1 .
For O^A^ifKj, let
(r(j±k,j+mj—m,j*k) = σ(j±kj+m) σ(j±k—l,j+m—l)—σ(j
and
<r~(j±kj+m,j—mj±k) = σ"(j±kj+m)
For j, Λ, w, n&N with j>m— Λ+w, we have
(4.4.17) σQ*— *+w,y+w+»— 1,J— *+l,/^^
= σ"(j— Λ,y— ft+1, j
σ(j—k+m,j+m—l,j—k—n+l,j—n)
e
(d>(j+m, j+m, j+m—n+lj+m+n— 1)
For j, ΛeΛ", we have
(4.4.18) σf *(£+2, i+2ft) φ'+l, f+2fc-l) β(i, i+2fc-2)
= φ +2, ί+2Λ) φ'+l, i+2ft-l) φ', ί+2Λ-2
Formula (4.4.17) with m=l, (4.4.15), (4.4.16) and (4.4.18) implies that
(4.4.19) <r(
An induction on m and (4.4.19) shows that
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(4.4.20) <τ(j,j-m+l,j+m-\,j) e«\j,j,j-m+l,j+m-l)
= W o-'-o'-i.y-m+i) o-O-i.y-wi+i)-1
σ'-(j-2, j-m+ \)
σ
'(j-2,j-m+ 1)"1
—σ'-(j—m,j—m) σΊj—mJ—m)-1 el<l>(j,j,j—m+l,j+m—l) .
Proof of Theorem 4.4.1. We calculate the representation matrices of π&j
(σ y) (y=l, 2) with respect to the basis H3,ti'. This can be done by writing
down p»(φ^\σ j)) 
r^
,<,* mo(i Wsr.ίO'^l 2) as C-linear combinations of elements
of Hifιi'. Steps 1-7 can be proved by using formulas (4.4.14)-(4.4.20).
STEPl. A,(φ
= (_**)*-!,
 σ(T) 2r- 1, 1, r) A,.,., (mod W^ .
STEP 2. σ(r, 2r—l, 1, r) A
r>ί>A
= (ί3 )^*2 <r(r, 2r-l, A+1, r+A) σ(k, r-1, 1, r-A)
σ'-(r-l, r-ft+1) σ'(r-l, r-A+1)-1 σ'-(r-2, r-A+2)
σ'(r-2, r-A+2)-1 .σ'-(r-A+l, r-A+1)
1
 h
r>itk (mod W ,^,-) .
STEP 3. σ(r, 2r— 1, A+l, r+K) σ(k, r—l, 1, r-A)
o '-(r-l, r-A+1) σ 'ίί -l, ί -A+1)-1 o-"(r-2, r-A+2)
σ'(r-2, r-k+2)-l σ'-(r-k+l, r-k+l)
σ'(r-A+l, r-A+1)-1 A,.,..
= (_
r
iA)»tt-i)
 σ
(
r} 2r_ι, ft+if r+Λ) e.(A,T-l, 1, r-A) A,.,.,
(mod ΪFSf)I.) .
STEP 4. σ(r, 2r-ί, A+l, r+A) o (fc, r-1, 1, r-A) A
r>M<
2>
= ^-*)A
 σ
-(^
 r
_l ( 1, r-k) σ(r, 2r-k-\, r-A+1, 2r-2A)
-A, 2r-A, 2r-2A+ 1, 2r- 1)
β<»)(2r-2A, 2r-2, r-A+1, r+A-1) .
STEP 5. σ~(k, r-1, l,r-A) σ(r, 2r-A-l, 1, r-A)
β«(2ι— A, 2r-A, 2r-2A+ 1, 2r- 1)
e
W(2r-2k, 2r-2, r-k+l, r+A-1)
«W(2r>2r,2r-*+A+l,2r+ί-A-l)
e
(
*>(2r-z+A, 2r+z-A-2, r+A+1, r-A+2ι-l)
eW(r-A,r-A+2i-2,l,2i-l)
= (-r1/2)"'-*) o-(r-A,2r-2A-l, l,r-A)
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r-k, 2r-k, 2r-i-k+l, 2r+i-k-
STEP 6. σ(r-fc, 2r-2Λ--l> 1, r-Λ)
β«(2r-*, 2r-fc, 2r-ί-Λ
e
(h>(2r-i-k, 2r+i-k-2, l,2ι-
1, 2r+i-k-
r, r, r-ί+1, r+i-1)
 β
(A>(r-/, r+ί-2, l,2ί-l)
(mod wς§l) .
STEP 7. For non-negative integers i, k and m such that k<i and
we have
e
(d>(2r,2r,2r+m-2,2r-m+2)
a
(A)(2r-w+l, 2r+w~l, r+k+l, r+k+2m-l)
<r~(2r+m, r+k+2m+l, 2r+i-k-l, r+i+m)
e
(d)(r—k, r+k+2m,r-i+m+l, r+i+m-l)
e™(r-i+m, r+i+m— 2, 1, 2ί— 1)
= (-t-v*)<r-»-* +<-v
 e
«\2r, 2r, 2r+w-2, ,2r-
β
(
*>(2r — ιif+1, 2r+m— 1, r+k+2, r+k+2m)
σ~(2r+m, r+k+2m+2y 2r+i-k-2, r+i+m)
e
w(r— Λ— 1, r+A+2m+l, r-ί+^+1, r+i+m— 1)
e
(h\r-i+m, r+i+m- 2, 1, 2ί— 1)
+(_ri)(r-»-i«+f-i) ^)(2r, 2r, 2r+m-l, 2r-m+l)
e
(h\2r-m, 2r+my r+k+l, r+k+2m+ί)
σ~(2r+m+l, r+k+2m+3, 2r+i-k-l, r+i+m+l)
e
(d>(r-k, r+k+2m+2, r—i+m+2, r+i+m)
e^r—i+m+l, r+i+m— 1, 1, 2i-l) (mod W9r$i) .
Step 7 implies the following.
STEP 8. έ?w(2r, 2r, 2r+m— 2, 2r-/w+2)
β
(A)(2r~m+l, 2t+m—l, r+k+1, r+k+2m—l)
σ~(2r+m, r+k+2m+l, 2r+i-k-l, r+i+m)
J*(r,r9r-k+l9r+k-l)
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e
W(r-k, r+k+2my r-i+m+l, r+i+m-l)
e
(h\r—i+m, r+i+m-2, 1, 2*-l)
I
= Σ βk m,j hr.i.j >
where βktmj(Q<^m<i—k), satisfy the following relations.
(4.4.21) /?M_M = 1 (()<:*<:*) , βkti.kj = o
STEP 9. ίbr 0<£<;j 0nrf Q^m^i—j, we have
&.../
— (_n(r-ί+i)α-*-»)rt-jyί\(r-ί+y-*)c/-*)+2Cr+y-»-β)(ί-y-β)- - (
Especially, we have
Proof. Since
(_n<r-H l)«-*-β) ^-l/«\(r-f+/-*)(/-*)4-2(H-^-tt-β)«-1/-β) « _ ._ /Λ
satisfy the relation (4.4.21), these are identical to /?*,»,,/. D
STEP 10. Combining the results of Steps 1-9, we get the statement of
Theorem 4.4.1 for the case 0<[/<r. An analogous argument proves the state-
ment of the theorem for the case r<ί^[3r/2],
5. The parallel version of the Kauffman polynomial. The associat-
ed algebras C\, C2, ••• of the Kauffman polynomial F (Definition 1.1.10) are
obtained in [2] and [26]. The invariant F is known to be of trace type if the
values of the parameters a and x are generic. Therefore we can apply our theory
in Section 1 to F with generic parameters. We give a formula for the Kauffman
polynomials of satellite links (Theorem 5.3.1).
5.1. The associated algebra C
n
. Let a, βeC\{0} such that β is not
equal to any root of unity. Let x=β—\lβ. The associated algebra C
n
 of the
Kauffman polynomial is defined as a C-algebra with 1 by the following.
(5.U) C
n
 =
<τ, , rΓ1, £, (l<ί<n— 1) |Tί TH.J τ, = τ, +1 τ, τ, +1 ,
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= 6, τfίι , 6I+1 δ, τίίι = £ί+1 rf
 l
Tf Tj = Ty T, , £,- Ty = Ty £, , £< £y =£y 6,
Ti—rJ1 = *(!—£,) , τ, £, = £, τ, = α'1 β, , T, r?1 = rΓ1 τ, = 1
This definition is equivalent to the one in [2]. Let C
nti=Cneίet 'eii.lCn.
Then C
Λ>, is a two sided ideal and satisfies CΛ=Ca>0DCΛjlZ) 3CB>ι:β/2]. Let
AM=CM/C,,.i+l(0<:i:C[w/2]-l) and D..Wfl=C,.[l^ ι.' Note that
(5.1.2) D.,β«fl.((-l)'vι£) (the Iwahori's Hecke algebra of type Λ-ι)
Let c
s>,-=( * )(*"2) (ll"2ί)/(Λ). For μ<=Λ(n), let rf(M) denote the degree of
the character %M of /ίn parametrized by the partition μ. Then we have ([2],
Theorem 3.7)
(5.1.3) A,,- = 0^
 2() AW,,,. (O (0<^[«/2]) .
Hence the irreducible representations of D
n>i are parametrized by Λ(w— 2ί) and
so
(5.1.4) C.Λ=={(f;μ)10^ίS[n/2],>eA(n-- 2ί)}.
Let p
ί/μ denote the corresponding irreducible representation of (ί, μ) and %,. μ its
character. Let p'
n
 : CG
n
->C
n
 be the homomorphism defined by />£(σf )= τ, , ^ >ί(σΓ!)
=τ71,pn(fi)=€i, and/)n: CBn-*Cn the homomorphism defined by pn(σ-i)=aτi
ana p
n
(σT1)=a~l τ7l for l</<w— 1. Then the main result of [2] can be refor-
mulated as follows.
Theorem 5.1.5. For an n-braίd b, there are aitlL(F)^C(Q<i<*[nl2],
(n—2i)) such that
F((bf nf] =
The coefficients aitμ(F) are given explicitly in [28],
5.2. Relations among the invariants associated with the decom-
position of jP(r). Let F(r (i μv denote the invariant associated with the de-
composition of the r-parallel version jF(r) of the Kauffman polynomial F
parametrized by (/, μ)^C
n
~ (5.1.4) as in Section 1.3. In this section we show
that some of the above invariants are the same one. In the following we use
the conventions that F(0>(#)=^(0'^  for any link
diagram K.
Theorem 5.2.1. Let K be a knot. Then we have
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f
or
Corollary 5.2.2. Let K be a knot. Then We have
c
r
/2]F(r) (K) = Σ Σ %f μ(l) F(r-2'' (0'μ»
= -
The above results may be generalized to the case of marked links.
We may prove Theorem 5.2.1 by an anologous argument used in the proof
of Theorem 4.2.1. We use the D-polynomial instead of the bracket polynomial.
In this case, the following lemma takes the role of Lemma 4.2.7 in the proof of
Theorem 4.2.1.
Lemma 5.2.3. Let e(j)=e1e3 e2j_1^Cr(ί<tj <i|>/2]). For the character
X
ί fμ of the representation ρitfί of Cr, We have
(a) %, XJ)) = 0 if
(b) %,ΛΦ)) = (M«-O/*)'X*-/^(1) tf
where Xi-j,μ^C
r
-2f and we ™e the convention that χ0fφ(l)=l.
To prove this lemma, we use the folloaing formula in [2]. For μ=(μly μ2y
•• )eΛ(fl) and μ'=(μ{,μ2, —)eΛ(n— 1), we denote μ'<μ iff μ*<μ, for all
,-!, Q<i<[r/2] and μeΛ(r— 2i), we have
(5.2.4) XM
The details of proofs of Theorem 5.2.1 and Lemma 5.2.3 are omitted.
5.3. The Kauίfman polynomial of satellite links. In the case of the
Kauffman polynomial, we have a formula for srtellite links as in the case of the
one-variable Jones polynomial (discussed in Section 4.3).
Theorem 5.3.1. Let K be a knot, L a link diagram in the annulus, and (g, r)
an element of G whose closure is regular isotopic to \L\. Let FL(K)—F(KL), where
KL is the satellite link of K with respect to L. Then we have
FL(K) = β- w ^APr(s)) F« » (K)) .
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.3.2 and we omit it. This theorem
may be generalized to the case of marked links.
EXAMPLE 5.3.2 (doubled knot [33]). Let L0 be the link diagram in the an-
nulus as in Figure 14. Then as in Example 4.3.3, |L0| is regular isotopic to
(A, 4)-, where Λ=/ιΛΛ *l F°r a knot K, we have FLo(K)=-a-2 x(β^+a^)
F<*>v «™ (K)+a~2 x(β-a~l) F™>w» (K)+a-2(^(a-a'1-x)^l+^+l) by cal-
culating XJtμ.(g0) for (ί, μ) e CΛ
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6. Mutation and the r-parallel version of a link invariant. Let K
and K1 be two distinct mutant links (Definition 6.2.3). We are interested in
comparing the r-parallel versions X(r\K) and X(r) (Kr) of a link nivariant X.
In the case of the (two-variable) Jones polynomial Vy P and the Kauffman poly-
nomial F, it is already known [23], [25] that none of V(r\ P(2), and F<® can dis-
tinguish two mutant knots. But it is announced [25] that the Kinoshita-Terasaka
knot and the Conway's 11-corssing knot, which are mutant, have distinct P(3).
We can show that there are four mutant knots having distinct P(3).
6.1. Tangles.
DEFINITION 6.1.1. Let n be a positive integer. An oriented rectangular
diagram T which consists of oriented curves is called a n-tangle if T contains
some or no closed curves, and n non-closed curves starting at the top of the rec-
tangle and terminating at the bottom of it (Figure 16). Two w-tangles T and S
|ιιι|
T
H
in n-tangle
b
I"Ί \» \J
the w-closure
of a braid b
Figure 16
are called isotopic if there is a sequence of Reidemeister moves from T to S. We
denote R
n
 the set of isotopy classes of w-tangles. A closure of an w-tangle T, writ-
ten TΛ, is the link diagram formed by joining the n points at the top of Γto those
at the bottom without further crossings. For an m-braid b (m>ri), the n-closure
of b is the w-tangle formed by joinig the i-th poont (n-\-\<i<m) at the top of b
to that at the bottom without further crossings (Figure 16).
As in Theorem 1.1.1, we have the following.
Theorem 6.1.2. Every n-tangle is isotopic to the n-closure of a braid.
For two w-tangles T and 5, we define the composite tangle TS by connecting
the points at the bottom of T to those at the top of S as in Figure 17. The set
RH together with the above composition law is a semigroup called the n-tangle
semigroup. An w-braid is an w-tangle and we regard B
n
 as a subsemigroup of
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Iml
TT
a product tangle
Figure 17
R
n
. Let CR
n
 denote the semigroup algebra of R
n
 called the n-tangle algebra.
DEFINITION 6.1.3. For a positive integer r, the r-parallel version T(r) of an
n-tangle T is obtained by rep'acing each crossings of T as in Figure 1.
Proposition 6.1.4. Let T and S be n-tangles. Their r-parallel versions Γ(r)
and 5(r) are isotopίc if T and S are isotopic.
This proposition is proved by an argument analogous to the proof of Theo-
rem 1.2.2. We use the Reidemeister moves instead of the relations in Definition
1.1.2.
Let φ(
n
r)
: CR
n
-*CR
rn
 be the algebra homomorphism defined by φ(
n
r\T)=T^.
Let ιk~\Br-+CBrn be the composition of ιk defined by (1.4.2) and the natural
inclusion B
rn
-*CR
rn
. Let θ: R
n
-*S
n
 be the mapping such that, for T&R
ny the
ί'-th point at the top of T is joined to the Θ(T) (ί)-th point at the bottom by a
curve of T. Then θ is a semigroup homomorphism.
Lemma 6.1.5. For T^R
n
 and
(\<k<n).
Proof. Let (b, m)^B such that the w-closure of b is isotopic to T. Then
φ
(
n\T) is isotopic to the ra-closures of φ(£(b). Hence the statement of the
lemma follows from Lemma 1.4.3 and the fact that the ra-closures of (φ(m\b) t>k(c))
and (ck(c) <$?(b)) are isotopic for c^Br if n+l<k<m. Π
In the following of this section let X be the one-variable Jones polynomial
(two-variable Jones polynomial, the Kauffman polynomial respectively). We
fix the complex parameters of the invariant X so that X is of trace type and the
corresponding coefficients a
nti(V) in (4.1.9) (aλ(P) in Theorem 3.4, aitμ(F) in
Theorem 5.1.5 respectively) are all non-zero. Let X
n
 be the linear function on
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the associated algebra A
Λ
(X) defined by X((b,nf) = X
Λ
(p
n
(b)) for
Then from the defining relation of these invariants, we have the following.
Proposition 6.1.6. There is an algebra homomorphίsm. H
n
 : CR
n
-+A
n
(X)
such that X(T~)=X
n
(Ξ
n
(T))for T(=R
n
.
Proof. We prove this in the case when X is the Kauffman polynomial F( )
(a, x). The proofs for one and two-variable Jones polynomials are similar. Let
C
m
(m&N) be the associated algebras of the Kauffman polynomial (Section 5.1).
Let F
m
: C
m
-*C be the mapping defined by F
m
(p
m
(b))=F(b~) for b€=Bm. We
first define a linear mapping Φ
m
: C
m
-*C
m
-
Γ
 Let ( , )
m
 be the symmetric
bilinear form on C
m
 defined by using F
m
: C
m
-*C as follows:
(6.1.7) (Λ,Λ)« = ^ .(ΛΛ) for Λ.ΛSC..
Since ( , ) is non-degenerate by the assumption of the parameters (a, x) of F,
we can uniquely define Φ
m
 so that Φ
m
 satisfies (y19 Φm(y2))m-ι=(yi9 y^m f°Γ all
ΛGC.-! and y2<==Cm. By putting Λ=l, we have Fm(y2)=Fm_^m(y2)). By
using the defining relations (5.1.1) of C
my any element y^Cm can be written as
y=Zι+z2*m-ι #s+#4 Tm-i #5 for some Sj, •••, #5e Cw_r By using Definition
1.1.10, we know that Φ
m
(y)=(l—(a-a-1)/x)y1+y2z2+ay3zs. Let λr: C^
C
w+r and λί: Bm-*Bm+r be the algebra homomorphisms defined by λr(£, )=£t +r,
χ
r
(
τ
±i)
=τ
±;
r
 and λ;(σf1)=σf+1f respectively. Then
(6.1.8) Φ.+rOW(y)) = λ
r
(Φ^)) for
and
(6.1.9) /Wλί(*)) =λr(f.(*)) for
Hence we have
(6.1.10) Φ«,( ι^^ 2) = Φι«(^ι)j;2 for y^CM and
where ^>
w
: CB
m
-*C
m
 is the projection defined in Section 5.1. Let T be an n-
angle. Then there is (ό, m)^B whose w-closure is isotopic to T. Let
(6.1.11) B
n
(T) = Φ.+l(-(Φ..l(Φ.(ί.(*)))) ») .
From now on we prove that B
n
(TS)='S,
n
(T)E
n
(S) for two w-tangles T and *Sf.
Let (b,m)y (b',m')^B whose n-closures are isotopic to T and S respectively.
Then the product tangle TS is isotopic to the w-closure of (δ"1 λ
m
/_M(δ) δi',
m+m'—n) where 8=σ(m'—n, \,m'—\,n) (see (4.4.17)). By using (6.1.8)-
(6.1.11), for y &C
n
, we have
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F
n
(yB
n
(TS))
-CΦ.^-^W-nίδ^λ^ίi) 8ft'))))-))
+1(-(Φ1^ (8-1 Φ +^1(-(Φ.+β/..(ί.^ ..(λί^
= F
n
(y Φ.+1( (ΦaΛδ-1 λB/-.(Φ.+1(-(Φ.(ί.(*)))-)) δ/v(*')))-))
+1(. .(Φw,(Φrt+1(..<Φw(^(i)))..θM&0)) ))
+l( ..(ΦΛΦ.+1(^
Hence we get B
Λ
(Γ5)=H
rt(Γ)SΛ(5).
For μ&A
rn
(X)~ (respectively ι>e^l
r
(J\Γ)"), let (pμ, Vμ) (respectively (pv, Fv))
be the corresponding representation of A
rn
(X) (respectively A
r
(X)) and %μ,
(respectively %
v
) its character. We regard B" as a subgroup of B
rn
 as in Section
1.4. Then Vμ, can be regarded as a jB?-module. For ι/e^
r
(^Γ> let Fμ.
v
..fV be
the (p
v
o^>
r
)®Λ-isotyρic subspace of Fμ. Then FμfV,...,v *s invariant relative to the
action of φ(
n
r\R
n
). Let (pμ§^ F"μiV....fv) denote the representation pμoB^φ^lyμ^
of R
rn
. From Proposition 1.3.4, we know that there is a representation πχ
v
 of
R
n
 such that pμ,
v
=(p?n)~®πχv> where (pfΛ)~ is the representation of jB?XLR
Λ
coming from p®n as in Proposition 1.3.4. Let ωμ>v be the character of τrμ f V.
Then the argument proving Theorem 1.4.10 implies the next one.
Theorem 6.1.12. Let T be an n-tangle whose closure is a knot. Then vΰe
have the following.
(i) xΛEUφ
6.2. Mutation.
In this section, let X be the one-variable Jones polynomial V (the two-
variable Jones polynomial P, the Kauffman polynomial F respectively).
DEFINITION 6.2.1. For T in the w-tangle algebra R
n> we define three non-
trivial involutions γ^ γ2 and γ3 (see Figure 18). Let fγl be the involution defined
by j1T=gTg~1 where g=σ(l,n)σ(l,n— 2) σ(l, 1) and <r(ί,j)=<rl σί_1— <ry
(*' </)• Let Z)
Γ
 be a rectangular diagram of T and if the half-turn of D
τ
 about
the center of D
τ
. Put T'=H(DT). Let γ2 Γ be the element of'R. which is the
isotopy class of the tangle obtained by inverting the orientations of all the strings
of T'. Let γ3 denote the composition of γl and γ2.
The involution fγl induces an automorphism of the 2-tangle algebra CR2,
and γ2 and γ3 induce anti-automorphisms of CR2. Hence they induce (anti-)
automorphisms of the subalgebra B
rn
(φ(n\CR
n
)) of A
rn
(X), where H
r
A
rn
(X) is the algebra homomorphism introduced in Proposition 6.1.6.
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involutions of an w-tangle
Figure 18
Proposition 6.2.2. Let μ e A,
Λ
(X)~ and v e A
r
(X)~. If the degree (i.e. the
dimension of the representation space) of the representation π>,v (introduced at the
end of the last section) is equal to zero or one, then we have
*^(T) = fg^faT) for Γe#
Λ
, 1<;*<3.
Proof. Lemma 6.2.9, which will be gieven at the end of this section, shows
that the actions of γ, (l<i<3) induce C-algebra (anti-)automorρhisms of τrχ
v
(CR2). But πμ.tϊ(CR2) is isomorphic to C or {0} by the assumption. Hence
their actions must be trivial ones. Π
DEFINITION 6.2.3 (see, e.g. [8]). Two links K and K' are called mutant if
there are two 2-atngles T, S and an involution %• (i=l, 2 or 3) of S such that
K and K1 are equivalent to TS~ and (TV.-S)^ respectively.
The following theorem is the main result of this section.
Theorem 6.2.4. Let K and Kr be mutant knots. Then, for a positive integer
r and vt=A
r
(X)~,X^\K)=X(r-v>(K') if the degrees of the representations πχ
v
(μ&A2r(X)) are all equal to zero or one.
Proof. Let T and S be the tangles and 7 an involution of S such that K
and K' are equivalent to TS~ and (TγS)~ respectively. Theorem 6.1.9 implies
that
') = χ
v
(l)
f
Hence the statement of the theorem follows from Proposition 6.2.2.
Corollary 6.2.5. Let K and K' be mutant knots. Then we have
(i)
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(ii) ([23], [25]) V
(iii) P<r *\K) = P(r>»\K'} if the partition μ of r is equal to (r) or (Γ) ,
(iv) ([23]) PW(K) =
(v) ([23]) F*>(K) =
Proof. Recall that the degree of τz>>v is equal to the multiplicities of p®
2
 in
pμ for μ^A2r(X)^ and v^Ar(X). By Remark 3.8, the above multiplicities may
be calculated by the Littlewood-Richardson rule in the case that X is the Jones
polynomial V or the two-variable Jones polynomial P. This rule shows that
the degree of the representations πχ
v
 for the case (i)-(iv) are all equal to 1 or 0.
To prove (v), we show that the degree of 7rμ>v is equal to 1 or 0 for μ^A4(F)^
and v£ΞA2(F)^. This can be checked by using the realizations of irreducible
representations of A4(F) given in [2]. Π
Theorem 6.2.6. Let K and K' be mutant knots, i.e. there are tangles T and
S and an involution γ of S such that K and K' are equivalent to TS^ and (TγSy*.
Put λ0=(321)<ΞΛ(6) and F0=(21)eΛ(3). Then, with the notations in Theorem
6.1.12 cfe have P<»(K)*P*>(K') iff *
λo
(P)Φθ and ω
λo
,Vo(T5)Φωλo,Vo(ΓγS).
Proof. From Theorem 1.5.1 and Corollary 6.2.5 we have
iff P(3 V(^:)φp(3'V(K '). But from Littlewood-Richardson rule (Remark 3.8),
the degree of τr
λo>Vo is equal to 2 and those of τrλ>Vo are equal to 1 or 0 if λφλ0.
Hence Proposition 6.2.2 implies the statement of the theorem. Π
EXAMPLE 6.2.7. We give four mutant knots K
v
 K2, K3 and K4 for which
the invariants P(3)(^) (1<*<4) are all distinct. Let S
v
 S2J σ and σ~ be the
tangles as in Figure 19, S3=SισS3ί S^SΊ S2 and ^ =(^3 γf (S4)Γ (1<*'<4,
Figure 19). Let q be an indeterminate and HB" the Z[q1/2> q~1/2] -algebra with
unit defined by the relations (3.2). Let Φ
m
 : H
m
' -* H
m
_
τ
' be the mapping
defined as in the proof of Proposition 6.1.6. Then, from the definition of the
two-variable Jones polynomial, we know that the image Φ
m
(H
m
°) is contained
in H
m
.1'®zZ[aya-\ (aq1/2 - a'1 q~l/2)~1]. Hence Bn(Rn) (n=3,6) are con-
tained in Hή®zZ[a, a"l,(afl—a'1 q~l/2}~1] by (6.1.11). On the other hand,
Naruse and Gyoja constructed PF-graphs [18] of all the irreducible repre senta-
tions of HQ (Figure 8). This means that, for each irreducible representation,
they give a basis of the representation space and representation matrices of
generators of H6 with respect to the basis. The entries of the above representa-
tion matrices of the generators Γt eίf6' (1 <i<5) are all contained in Z[q1/2, q~1/2]
This implies the following two facts. Let & = Z[qί/2y q~l/2y a,a~\ (aql/2 —
a~
l
 q~l/2Y1]. The first fact is that the composition of H6 and the above re-
presentations of ί/6* define irreducible representations of RQ over Si. The
second fact is that the z>0-isotypic subspace VλQtVo of the representation space
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Figure 19
F
λo
 of p
λo
 is defined over 51. Hence we can define the reduction modulo p
of the representation TTX()>VO of R2. This is defined over Fp[q1/2, q~l/2, α, αΓ1,
(aql/2—a~l <Γl/2Yl]> where F^ is the finite field of prime order ^>. In the
following, we put p=23, a=l and q=2. With these parameters, we know that
aqW-a'1 q~1/2*Q and α
λo
(P)Φθ (mod 23) from the explicit formula for β
λo
(P)
given in [10] or [15]. Therefore we may use Theorem 6.2.7. We calculate
the elements EeCφ^)), H6(φ(23)(S2)), S6(φ(23)(σ)) and B6(φ?\σ~)) of(H6'®z
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F23)Λ=M==2 with the aid of computers (Turbo PASCAL on MS-DOS for
PC-9801 (NEC) and AOS/VS PASCAL on Eclipse MV-2000DC (DG)). Their
images under τr
λo
,Vo with respect to the explicit basis mentioned above are
8 19Ί
0 5 .*WΦWι))
s[7 jV]. *«.*
Hence we have
l S2 0) = °]3
23).
Thus we have ω
λo
,Vo(ψ23)(53 54))=20, ωλo,Vo(φ^3)(53 Ύl 54)) = 5, α^.Vβ(φiί>(^ Ύ2 54))
= 7 and β»
βi»β(φ?)(5r,y,5l))sl8 (mod 23). Hence the invariants P™(K{)
(1 <t<4) are all distinct by Theorem 6.2.6 and so any two of the knots K
v
 K2, K3
and K4 are not equivalent.
In the rest of this paper, we shall prove the remaining part of the proof of
Proposition 6.2.2.
Lemma 6.2.8. Let (p, U) be an irreducible representation of A
rn
(X). Then
r
γi(i=ί, 2 or 3) induces an automorphism (respectively anti-automorphism) o/End(C7)
defined by
Proof. 1°) The case i=l. For y<=A,
n
(X), we have Ύ1y=prn(Φ'ί\g))yP,n
(Φ'/'te))"1 where g=σ(lt n) σ(\, n-2)-σ(l, 1), σ(i,j)=σ, σί+l σj(i^j} and pn
be the projection CB
ra
-*A
rn
(X). Hence γt acts on End([7) by yι(p(y))=ρ(prx
2°) The case J=J2- In this case, the statement of the lemma follows from
1°) and 3°) since fγ2=Ύι°<Ϊ3
3°) The case 7=73. We know realizations of every irreducible represen-
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tations of A
rn
(X) such that p
rn
(<Ti) (\<i<rn— 1) are represented by symmetric
matrices. When X=V (Py F respectively), such constructions are given i n ,
[31] ([31], [28] respectively). For a matrix Λf, let *M denote the transposed
matrix of M. We may assume that tρ(p
rn
(^i))=p(Prn(^i)) Since γ3 satisfies
Ύ3(Prn(<ri))=Prn(<n)(l<i<rn-l) and ^(hk') = ^ (hr) «y8(A) for h,h'^Arn, we
have ^ρ(h) = tρ(h)(h^A
rn
(X)). Hence γ3 acts on End(f7) by the matrix
transposition. Π
Lemma 6.2.9. Let (πμ^, H^,v) (μ^A2r(X)", v&Ar(X)~) be the represen-
tation of CR2 given at tne end of Section 6.1. Then <yf.(/=l, 2, 3) induces an (antί-)
autooautomorphism o/^)V(CΛ2) defined by Ίi(πμ^(y)}^πμ^(jiy)) (y^A2r(X)).
Proof. 1°) The case 7— T^ The statement of the lemma follows from
πχvC?) πμ,.v(y) ^.vte)"1 where g=σ(l, n—1) σ(l, n— 2) σ(l, 1) and
2°) The case 7=72. In this case, the statement of the lemma follows from
1°) and 3°) since 72— 7i07s-
3°) The case 7=73. Let (pμ, Vμ) be the irreducible representation of
A
rn
(X) parametrized by μ. We shall show that τεμ.^(tγ3y)=t(πμ.^(y)) with respect
to a basis of Wμ
 v
. In this proof, we use the following fact.
Lemma 6.2.10. Let s be an indeterminate. Let y^s), y2(s)^Mm(JC) with
*yι(s)=y2(s) where JC is the algebraic closure of C(s). Let U(s) be a subspace of
JCm such that y^s) U(s)^ U(s) and ^(s) U(s)^U(s). We assume that there is a
open set V of R (the set of real numbers) and a basis {u^s}, ~,u
m
(s)} of JCm
such that {u^s), •••, uk(s)} is a basis of U(s) which satisfy the following conditions.
(i) The coordinates of u{(s) (\<i<m) have no branch point in V and they
are contained in R for s^V.
(ii) The vectors u^s) (\<i<m) are linearly independent for se^U.
(iii) The elements of the matrix of yι(s) with respect to the above basis have
no branchpoint in CU.
Then there is a basis of U(s) such that the transpose of the matrix of y^s) \ # (
s) with
respect to this basis is equal to the matrix of y2(s) \u(s}-
Proof. At first, fix s^V. By applying the Schmidt's method to {^ (s), •••,
u
m
(s)}, we get an orthonormal basis {v^s), •••, v
m
(s)} of Rm with respect to the
standard bilinear form such that {v^s), •••, vk(s)} is an orthonormal basis of U(s).
With respect to the basis {v^s), ••-, vk(s}}, the transpose of the matrix of y^s)
is equal to y2(s) Now we discuss for general s. From the above argument, we
know that (yι(ή)ij=(y2(s))ji (1<^7<^) for s^V. But the assumption of the
lemma implies that the elements of the matrix of y^s) with respect to the basis
ivι(s)> *"> vk(s)} are algebraic functions in s. Hence the equalities (3>ι(s)), /=
(y2(s))ji (l<ί, j<m) also hold when we regards as an indeterminate. Π
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Now, we return to the proof of Lemma 6.2.9. Let (/v,
v
> ^,v) an<3 ((p?n)~>
V®n) be the representations of Bn
r
y\R
n
 given at the end of Section 6.1. From
the definition of φtf\ we have
(
rf-+1 σff-+2
We also have φ»r)(ίy33;)=r^ 73 φnr\y) where ^ is a product of some (σrί+1 crrί+2
σ
rι +r_1)±r (1 < / < n — 1). Note that the exponent sum of cy is equal to zero. The
elements pμ((σ
rι +1 σrί+2"'^ri+r-ι)~r) (1<*<^— 1) act on Fj* fV by the same scalar
Pv((σ"ι σ2 cτr_1)~r) since (σ: σ2 <τr_1)~r are contained in the center of the
subgroup B
r
. Since the exponent sum of cy is equal to zero, we have pμ,tV(cy) = l.
Recall that FμfV is the ρ®
n
-isotyρic subspace of Vμ as a ClBjί-module and the
representation pμ>v of Rn is given by restricting pμoHrnoφ<n
r)
 to Fμ>v. The con-
structions of the irreducible representations of Ak(X) (k^N) refered in the proof
of Lemma 6.2.8 imply that Vμ/ Vμ,^ and pμ.^(y) (y^R
n
) satisfy the assumption
of Lemma 6.2.10 for s=q1/2. Therefore we have pμ.tV(γ3y)= {(pμ^(y)) (1<^<
n— 1) with respect to some basis of Fμ>v. Let θ: Rn-^>Sn be the mapping
defined just before Lemma 6.1.5. The representation (p?n)~(y) (y^R
n
) gives a
parmutation of a basis of Vfn. Hence (p®n)~ containes the trivial representation
of R
n
 with positive multiplicities. This implies that pμ.^ containes the represent-
ation τrμ f V with positive multiplicities since p/*,v— (p?n)~®πχv Let C/μtV be a
R
n
 -invariant subspace of Vμ. where the representation πμ.^ of R
n
 on C/μ>v is
equivalent to τrμ>v We identify (π-μ>v*> ^μ,v) and (πμ^, Wμ^}. As in the case of
PM . V ? we can show that there is a basis of PF/x>v such that TΓμ.vl'/a.y)— '(^XvίjO) for
yξ=CR
n
. This is what we wanted to show. Π
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